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EXPORT POTENTIALITIES OF BRASSWARE INDUSTRY OF U.P. 
The Brassv;are Industry is an old traditional 
industry of U.P. renowned all over the world for the 
elegance and exquisite beauty for its decorative as well 
as utility articles. Being labour-intensive in nature, the 
Brassware industry has vast promises not only for 
absorbing thousands of un-employed persons in a 
labour-surplus economy of India but has also enormous 
potentialities for fetching the much needed foreign 
exchange earnings for the accelerated economic development 
of the country. 
The Brassware industry is mainly concentrated in 
the North-Eastern part of Uttar Pradesh and mostly in 
Moradabad district which accounts for 80 percent 
production and 75 percent export of the country. The 
other places famous for the brassware industry in U.P. are 
Varanasi, Mirzapur, Jalesar, Almora, Bahraich and Aligarh. 
The pattern of ownership in the brassware industry 
is predominantly sole proprietory. Only meager number of 
units are run on the partnership basis. Although sole 
proprietory form of organisation is the dominent form of 
the industry, yet a large majority of units have to depend 
for supply of both work and materials on dealers. Nearly 
65 percent of the existing units solely operate as 
servicing units rather than as independent manufacturing 
units. 20 percent of units are engaged in the production 
of brasswares, undertake the work on their own account and 
the remaining 15 percent units are engaged in both. The 
production process in the industry are usually carried out 
in the residential premises and mostly work is done 
manually. The labour force is mainly comprised of family 
members and hired labourers who are paid wages on piece 
rate basis. No scientific process is adopted by the 
industry in respect of the development of new products. 
The main sources of inflow of ideas for product 
development appear to be the foreign buyers, design 
experts and local artisans. 
Regular and adequate supplies of raw material 
continue to be an important problem being experienced by 
the industry. A large portion of small Manufacturers and 
artisans continues to purchase raw material from local 
dealers at exorbitant prices. Due to their weaker credit 
worthiness and lack of education small manufacturers and 
artisans generally suffer for lack of finance. While the 
merchant exporters usually do not face any problem in 
procuring finance from banks and other financial 
institutions in time of need. The socio-economic 
conditions of the workers are also unsatisfactory and most 
of the artisans are illiterate. Health and medical 
facilities available to the artisans also appear to be 
inadequate. Depending upon the specific conditions of work 
and unhygienic living conditions, the incidence of T.B. 
Asthama, Malaria are high among brassware workers. 
There is no provision of quality control in respect 
of brasswares manufactured in the state. The quality 
Marking Centre of the U.P. Government is not looking after 
the brassware industry and is not playing any 
developmental role. 
With regard to marketing of brasswares/ the 
industry does not appear to follow a uniform pricing 
policy. Margins charged by dealers and exporters remain 
more or less same for whole salers and retailers. With a 
view to popularise the wares and facilitate the customers, 
exporters and dealers maintain catalogue with pictures as 
well as price lists. 
The main competitors in the field of export trade 
of brasswares are South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan 
and Pakistan. The articles made by them are produced in 
mass on modern machines. Moreover, raw material in these 
countries are made available at international prices, 
v/hich reduce their cost of production. The quality of 
products offered by these countries is also superior to 
Indian brasswares. 
With regard to exports of brasswares, the industry 
has been successful in making a sizable dent in foreign 
markets over the years. The industry has registered a 
tremendous growth over the years since independence. The 
U.S.A., is the largest market for U.P.'s brasswares, 
followed by Saudi Arabia", U.K., Canada, U.S.S.R., West 
Germany, France, Italy, Netherland and Kuwait etc. 
Regional trends in exports of brasswares reveal that the 
American region registered the highest share of our export 
consignment followed by the European region, Asian and 
Oceanic region and African region. In the Asian and 
Oceanic region. Gulf and middle east countries registered 
the highest share. However, African region appears to 
have remained fairly unattempted by our exporters as the 
same ranks the last in imports of our brasswares. 
Substantial potentialities for our brasswares in American 
region exist in Maxico, Cuba, Brazil; Similarly, Austria, 
Portugal have considerable potentialities for our 
brasswares. 
On the basis of above discussion following 
suggestions are put forth. If the industry follows the 
same I hope that the industry certainly v/ill benefit from 
these suggestions: 
It appears from the study that the majority of 
industrial community suffers from the lack of finance, and 
hence the credit facilities on easy instalments should be 
extended to the artisans specially to small manufacturers 
to facilitate buying of raw material and marketing of 
finished goods on their own. This would go on a long way 
in eliminating the dealers, financers and middlemen who 
dominate the industry. The lead bank of the district 
should be entrusted with the responsibility to survey 
industry and the artisans engaged there in with a view to 
assist the deserving artisans. 
Inadequate supply of raw. material needs to be 
organised so as to ensure adequate and timely availability 
of them at reasonable prices. In order to over-come the 
problem of raw material supply to small manufacturers and 
artisans, the state government should either set up a 
separate organisation or empower the U.P. State Brassware 
Corporation to discharge this function. 
It is desirable to up grade the traditional 
production technique and process with a view to increase 
the production and quality of the finished product, which 
would not only strengthen the competitive position of the 
industry abroad but would also help in improving the 
existing living conditions of t^e workers in the State. 
The State Government should set up a 
process-cum-.development and training centre at Moradabad. 
It is also desirable that a common facility centre 
equipped with improved type of machines like, sheet metal, 
spinning machine, sheet cutting machine, scraping and 
turning lathes etc., should be set up. The working of 
these machines should be demonstrated for the benefit of 
artisans. 
The unhealthy and unsound conditions in which the 
workers live, affect their working ability. It is 
suggested that the State government should adopt suitable 
social security and health measures in workers houses. 
Taking into consideration the significance of 
quality control for maintaining the existing foreign 
markets as well as for capturing the new ones, it is very 
much essential on the part of state government to cover 
the industry under the Quality Marking Scheme. Quality 
Marking of the brasswares is necessary to ensure that 
export of defective products does not limit our market 
abroad and endanger foreign exchange earnings. 
Despite the long experience, the Brassware industry 
has not realised the importance of attractive packaging 
and packing. While most of the brassware items produced 
are sold as gift wares, they should be packed in suitably 
designed boxes of card-board. Considering the existing 
deficiencies in the standard of packaging, the Indian 
Institute of Packaging should hold training programmes at 
least at Moradabad in order to keep the exporters aware 
about the latest development in this direction. 
For the sizable export of brasswares and the 
ability of industry to with-stand competitions in foreign 
market, it is highly desirable to accelerate the design 
and development activities by establishing a well equipped 
design extension centre. There is also a little publicity 
for brasswares abroad. The Brassware Manufacturers 
Association should launch an advertising-cum-exhibition 
campaign on a collective basis. 
Most of the exporters are not aware with the modern 
business methods. It is therefore, suggested that a short 
term course in business management and Export-Import-trade 
be organised by the U.P. State Brassware Corporation with 
with the help of Indian Institute of foreign Trade, New 
Delhi. It is also suggested that the Indian Tourism 
Development Corporation or Tourist Department of Uttar 
Pradesh should consider construction of modern hotel at 
Moradabad near about the Peetal Nagri. (Industrial estate) 
being developed by the U.P. State Brassware Corporation to 
provide staying facilities for foreign customers. 
In sum, if it is done, a new ardent force of 
manufacturers and exporters will develop, which will 
prosper the brassware industry on sound lines, and making 
it fully able to meet the challenges ahead. 
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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Brassv/are industry of Uttar Pradesh is an old 
traditional industry renowned all over the world for the 
elegance and equisite beauty for its decorative-cum-
utility items. With the dawn of independence, the 
industry has remarkably progressed and placed second among 
other Indian Handicrafts industries. Being a labour 
intensive industry, the Brassware industry of the State is 
providing employment to thousands of peoples. The 
Brassware industry has also emerged as a prominent source 
of foreign exchange earnings for the country to meet 
development requirements. Moradabad is at the top 
position in the state from the export point of view and 
accounts for more than 75 percent of the total export of 
brasswares. The other centres in the state where the 
Brassv/are industry is located are Varanasi, Mirzapur, 
Jalesar, Almora, Bahraich and Aligarh. 
The present study entitled "Export potentialities 
of Brassware Industry of U.P." is very much relevant 
today as the export of Brassware is increasing day by day 
and the Indian brassware a m hoc.^ niLng more and more 
popular in the world market. 
Layout of Research Work 
The present study entitled "Export potentialities 
of Brassware Industry of U.P." has been divided into six 
chapters. The first chapter deals with the Development of 
Brassware Industry in U.P. The second chapter attempts to 
analyse the problems of Brassware Industry in U.P. The 
third chapter is devoted to the marketing strategies in 
Brassware Industry of U.P. The fourth chapter is 
concerned with export performance and potentialities of 
Brassware Industry of U.P. The fifth chapter contains the 
ways and means to attain the potential. The sixth and 
final chapter presents the conclusion and suggestions of 
the study. 
I believe that this study w.i ] 1 prove catalv"^ >t for 
further researches on different asp-^cts of this in.lustry. 
I shall deem my efforts as rrvarrled, if/ this st-idy could 
contribute towards formuation of effective policies by the 
relevant authorities for the future development of the 
industry. 
Research Methodology 
The present study partially depends upon primary 
data and partially on second'u.^ data. Data have been 
collected from the U.P. State Prassware Corporation Ltd. 
Moradabad, Brassware Manufacturers/Exporters Association 
Moradabad, Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts, New 
Delhi, All India Handicrafts Board New Delhi, Indian 
Institute of Foreign Trade and Trade Development 
Authority, New Delhi. 
Apart from this discussion, views were exchanged 
with Brassware manufacturers, individual exporters, 
officers of U.P. State Brasswares Corporation Ltd., 
Moradabad, which has provided excellent valuable 
information, and help in enhancing the creadibi]Ity of the 
study. 
Objectives of study 
The objective of the study is to examine the export 
potentialities of the Brassware Industry of U.P. in 
different marketing aspects as well as on the nature and 
extent of competition in the international markets. And 
there after to draw conclusion and suggest way.' to bring 
about improvement for the betterment of its future 
prospects. 
In other words, the present study is an attempt: 
(i) To examine the expor*: potentialit ues of the 
Brassware Indus^cy of U.P. 
(ii) To analyse the nature and extent of 
competition in the international market. 
(iii) To assess the measures taken by the agencies 
at state and central levels in respect of 
boosting tiie export of the industry. 
(iV) To make suggestions for the betterment of 
its future prospects, so that the industry 
may play vital role in the industrial 
economy of the state as v^ /ell as the country. 
DEVELOPMENT OF BRASSWARE INDUSTRY IN U.P. 
DEVELOPMENT OP BRASSW/mE INDUSTRY IN U.P. 
Since ti^ ie immemorial India has been a prominent 
centre of arts and crafts. Even in the past India had 
achieved skilled art in metal manufacture. This is proved 
by the remains of pottery excavated from Mohanjodaro and 
Harappa which reveals a high degree of skilled art and 
since then it is not very difficult to trace the chain of 
development in shape, form and usage. 
During the seventh century the famous Chinese 
traveller Hieun Tsang took with him some statues of Lord 
Buddha which were made of metal. The metal pillar 
standing in the vicinity of Qutub Minar in Delhi and even 
after a lapse of a period of over 1500 years the 
inscriptions thereon are still very clear. These are the 
notable examples of the great skill of Indian artisans. 
Indian rulers of ancient times gave encouragement 
to the art of statues in metal. Gupta era excelled in 
casting huge statues in different types of metals which 
have such physical characteristics as slim figures, extra 
leads and arms. Most of the ancient metal figures which 
are in existence even today, are made of copper and brass. 
The characteristics poses, dimensions of figures, 
especially of and goddesses were laid in the ancient 
time a metal casting. It is certain that the creation of 
aesthetic images an.i figures was ideal rather than copies 
of actual human figures. For example, the image of Buddha 
rises above .-nLoupj . Ion and goes straight to depict 
perfect calm ai: ^  i"^ ss . 
So, it is clear that over centuries, it has gained 
international reputation for the exquisite beauty of its 
handicrafts considering the vital significance of foreign 
exchange resources for the accelerated pace of India's 
economic develoi.'meut on one hand, and given the existing 
state of wide spread and disguised unemployment prevailing 
in, the country followed by capital scarcity on the other. 
Indian handicrafts; industris in general and brassware 
induscry in particular, offers vast promises to share 
•t-hese pro",?] oi.,-. ir a l: i j '..'ay. The rapid development of 
labour-inteji.ii vc export oriented cottage and small 
scale induGtriL i-i inevitable not only from the stand point 
of its contributions to the national income and foreign 
exchanges but also from the point of view of controlling 
the existing unemployment in the country. 
So, the rational of development of small scale and 
cottage industries in India may be established in terms of 
four arguments - employment, decentralisations, equity and 
unutilised resources. The small scale and cottage 
industries have vast potential to create enormous 
employment oi>,'<''rtun i.ties in India, which is characterised 
by higher incidence of unemployment, resulting in mass 
poverty. Almost 75 percent^ of work force in India 
depends on agriculture. Evidently, small scale and 
cottage industries being labour intensive have potential 
for absorption o£ the additional labour force. 
If necessary opportunities and assistance is 
extended to a large number of small enterpreneurs, who are 
capable of running industrial units efficiently, would 
make it possible to fully utilise the existing manpower 
capacities and channalise the idle savings into productive 
use. 
Development of small scale and cottage industries 
in India is also justified on the basis of 
decentralisations of industrial activity which is 
inevitable for preventing congestions in large cities 
resulting from concentrations of industries in such 
cities. Decentralisations of industrial activity not only 
helps to tap the local resources, but also improves the 
standard of living in backward regions. 
1. Census Report - 1991, p. 48. 
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It is ir. this context that the handicrafts indus-
tries in India offor vast potentials and vast promises to 
solving the existing problems of unemployment unequal 
distribution of economic power, congestions in a few 
industrialised cities and balanced economic development of 
the country. 
Factor of Location 
The Brassware industry of the country is mostly 
located in the North-eastern part of Uttar Pradesh, and in 
that too at Moradabad. Other places of secondary 
importance are Varanasi, Mirzapur, Jalesar, Almora and 
Bahraich. Moradabad alone accounts for nearly 80 percent^ 
of the total Brassware production in the country. The 
main factors responsible for the location of this industry 
in North-eastern Uttar Pradesh are two fold. 
1. Geographical and Social factors 
Moradabad is one of the most important districts of 
North-eastern Uttar Pradesh. It is famous, specially for 
its brassware production. It has popularised items not 
only in India but also out side India. It accounts for 
2 about 75 percent of the total export of brassware 
1. U.P. State Bras3v.'are Corporation Ltd., Moradabad. 
2. Ibid. 
articles. It is situated at a distance of about 160 km. 
from Delhi, the; capital of India and at a distance of 320 
km. from Lucknow, the capital of Uttar Pradesh. It is 
situated on the right bank of the river Ramganga in 
latitude 28.51° amd longitude 78.45°E. It has a strategic 
position from the point of view of trade and commerce. 
Geographical surroundings of Moradabad are very favourable 
for the Brassware industry. 
Varanasi is a city of Pilgrimage, where all the 
year round lakhs of pilgrims come to pay their homage to 
God and have a dip in the holy ganga. Thus, being a 
prominent city of worship, there is a great demand for 
those items of brass which are used for religious purposes 
such as Panchapalia, Gangajali, Hawankund, Ghanti, Aarti 
and so on. 
Availability of a good market, therefore, seems to 
be the main reason for the location of this industry here, 
specially for producing utensils used for Puja Purposes. 
The soil of Mirzapur is also favourable for the 
production of brasswares. The quality of the soil is most 
favourable for the moulds, as it neighter cracks nor 
melts. That is why Mirzapur is famous for the domestic 
brass articels whi .;h require heavy moulds such as, Balti, 
Kalsa, Parat, Tamri etc. 
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Jalesar is a small tehsil of District Etah having 
an area of 3/98,877 square mts. It is 41 km. from Etah 
and 64 km.s from Aligarh., Jalesar has its importance for 
the production ot Gimngroos of different types being used 
in danching, ana fur tying round the necks of animals. The 
reason behind the production of Ghungroos at Jalesar is 
hereditary. There is a Mohalla named Hataura where a 
community known as Thatharas is residing. These thatharas 
are engaged in the production of Ghungroos of different 
types. 
At Almora and Bahraich, it was found that existence 
of this industry is not for any geographical factor. Here 
the industry might have developed as a result of the 
unemployment among the community known as Thatheras. This 
community earns its livelihood by manufacturing brass 
articles of domestic use. Though they have started 
manufacturing artistic and fancy articles to some extent, 
yet they are confined to local markets and other 
neighbouring districts. 
2. Economic Factois 
Besides the geographical and social factors, there 
are a number of economic factors which are responsible for 
the location of-the industry. They are as follows: 
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(A) Finance 
Finance plays a very important role for the 
location of an industry. The Brassware industry of 
Moradabad is a cottage industry and is scattered from door 
to door. At moradabad neither the institutional finance 
nor the state finance has made any remarkable progress. 
The unique feature of Moradabad is its money lenders. The 
individual artisans are financed by these money lenders. 
Most of the units manufacturing brasswares are independent 
units which generally run at the houses of the artisans 
who are poor c^ nd alv:ays need finance. That is why this 
industry is still wccitcired and is being financed by money 
lenders. 
So far as finance to the industry at Varanasi is 
concerned/ that is also being flourished by local finance. 
At Varanasi the industry is also unorganised and totally 
scattered. The artisans get finances from the dealers from 
whom they get jrd^ jrs for their products. The same is the 
case at Mirzapur. 
So far as Jalesar is concerned, it is also a centre 
of individual artisans making Ghungroos and Ghantis for 
Pooja etc. These artisans always need finance. The dealers 
of their products finance these artisans when they place 
their orders with them. 
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Almora and Bahraich brassware workers are not being 
financed by any out siders. They purchase their raw 
material themselves and manufacture finished products for 
sale. They are not in a capacity to have stocks. 
Sometimes it is see:i that they are financed in the form of 
advances made by near by dealers who place orders with 
them. 
No doubt finance is responsible for location of an 
industry at a place to a very great extent. The brassware 
industry at Varanasi, Mirzapur, Jalesar and Bahraich has 
nc correlations with finance. As far as Moradabad is 
concerned, this fact is applicable to some extent. At 
Varanasi the industry has localised only because of the 
greater demand for the religious articles and at Jalesar 
and Mirzapur there is no any reason for the locations of 
this industry except hereditary. The same is the case of 
Almora and Bahraich. Ultimately we reach to the 
conclusions that this industry is more or less traditional 
in most of the centres, but at Almora and Bahraich the 
industry is in its infancy and is flourishing steadily. 
At these two places the main products are the domestic 
aiticles such as Kalsa, Parat, Thali, Balti, Patili, Lota 
etc. Recently, arti.: of Almora have also tried to mould 
their productic.its ccw:-rds artistic and fancy articles such 
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as flower vases, Ashtrays, boxes, candle stands, Pooja 
articles etc. 
(B) Raw Materials 
• Locating of any industry depends to a great extent 
on the availability of necessary raw-material at 
reasonable price. The chief raw materials being used in 
the Brassware industry are copper, zinc, lead, tin, nickel-
etc. Besides these raw materials, the production of 
brassware requires a particular type of clay known as 
'chikni mitti' which is available in bulk at Moradabad in 
the plain of the river Ramganga. The production of 
brassware is not possible without moulds and moulding is 
only possible with the help of this particular clay as far 
as other materials are concerned, they are to be purchased 
either from the private dealers of Bombay, Calcutta and 
Minerals and Metals trading corporations. New Delhi. 
The production of brassware at Varanasi is confined 
to the production of religious articles and idols making 
only which are made of lower quality brass. Most of the 
ra.i7 materials being coiioumed at Varanasi are also brought 
from Bombay aiid Calcucta, Mirzapur and Jalesar also have 
the same positioi.s. Almora and Bahraich also use lower 
quality of brass. The scrap is abundantly available at 
these places for production. 
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(C) Labour 
Another imioortant factor which is responsible for 
the location of this industry is the supply of skilled 
labour. The process through which brassware manufacture 
passes is so tough, tendious and complicated that it 
r-sguires a great deal of skill, training and experience. 
At Moradabad this work has been of hereditary nature. 
Every child of brassware workers sees his parents engaged in 
brassware manufacturing. Instead of going to school, 
these children start helping their parents in their work 
and till maturity they accumulate a vast amount of 
training and experience and thus become fully skilled. 
Besides this women also help in the work. So, the 
availability of skilled labour is an indispensable factor 
for the location of this industry at Moradabad. 
Varanasi is confined to Puja articles and idols 
making. It requires a particular type of labour. Past 
history reveals that with the increase in demand for 
religious brass articles, the market for such things went 
on expending. Till that time all such articles were 
brought to Varanasi usually from Moradabad, but now the 
skilled labour for all these articles is enough at 
Varanasi. 
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Mirzapur ia rariioua for brass articles of domestic 
use which are being produced by a community known as 
'Thatheras'/ .vho are there in good number. Same is the 
case of Jales<rr s-zhere the Ghungroos are being made by 
Thatheras wno also learn this art from their parents. In 
Almora and Bahraich also this industry is confined to the 
doors of Thatheras v/ho get training and . experience in 
heritage and do not employ outside labour. 
(D) Market 
Availability of Market is very important to an 
early disposal of the products and Moradabad has an easy 
approach to all the important commercial centres of the 
country. It is one of the most prominent junctions of 
Northern Railways having a distinct approach to Delhi, 
Lucknow, Bombay, Calcutta etc. In almost all the cities 
of India we find market of Moradabad 'Kalai Ke Bartan'. 
Nearly two third of the products of this industry are 
exported tc various countries of the world such as Saudi 
Arabia, U.S.A., U.S.S.R., West Germany and Middle East 
cv^-untries. 
At Varanasi, the manufacturing units of brassware 
by and large are linked with the local dealers who place 
orders with them and buy their products when offered for 
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sale. It i3 seen that producers carry their finished 
products once in a v;eek to the dealers and get their 
payment. The dealers shops at Varanasi are located in 
prominent localities of the city. The main market for 
relgious articles and idols is Vishwanath Gali which is 
the centre of Pilgrims to visit. Besides the local sales 
the manufacturers also trade with other parts of the 
country. Varanasi has got a direct link of railway lines 
« 
with almost all the cities of the country. 
Mirzapur is famous for the products of brassware of 
domestic use which are marketed in almost all the parts of 
the country, particularly, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar 
Pradesh. Most of the goods produced at Mirzapur are 
transported thourhg railways and some are sent through 
road transport agencies which have been established there 
in large number. 
Jalesar is the Producer of ghungroos, ghanties for 
Pooja etc. which are sold directly to Aligarh, Hathras, 
Agra, Mathura, Moradabad, Kanpur, Delhi, Calcutta etc. 
which in tuxi! supply them to other parts of the country. 
The dealers of these cities have their contacts with the 
dealers of finished products of brassware. Jalesar itself 
has no scope for these products and is not so evenly 
linked with rail and road transport as other centres of 
Utt'.r Pradesh which produce brass articels. 
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Almora and Bahraich sale their products in fairs, 
festivals and local markets. Almora also supplies its 
products to nearby hill districts namely, Nainital, Uttar 
Kashi and Pithorgarh etc. 
Origin and Development of Brassware Industry 
The Brassware industry was located at Moradabad 
only, and gradually it started developing in other parts 
of the state in ULtar Pradesh. there is no precise 
information regarding the origin of the industry, but it 
is generally believed to be a few centuries old. We come 
across different informations about the origin of this 
industry at Moradabad. First, it is said that there was a 
carpenter named Parshadi Lai in a Mohalla known as 'Diwan 
ka Bazar'. He use to make frames of doors and windows. He 
also knew the art of engraving on wooden frames. 
Subsequently, the idea of engraving the same art on brass 
utensils - came in his mind and he started engraving 
flowers and leaves on utensils like Thali and Lota with 
tools which he had been using for wooden work. Thus the 
industry came into being at Moradabad. 
During the rule of famous Mughal emperor Shahjahan, 
Subedar Rustam Khan founded the city of Moradabad after 
the name of Shahjahan's third son Murd in 1713. It is 
said that, with the caravan of subedar Rustam Khan there 
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came one carpenter and one black smith. The art of 
Parshadilal gave them inspirations to do engraving work on 
brass utensils.^ It has remained famous since then for 
handicrafts. 
According to another information in the beginning, 
the industry was in the hands of a class of people known 
as 'Thatheras'. Their range of production was limited to 
utensils only. However, soon after wards brassware 
industry was truly set up with the entry of few 
enterprising muslim families. They introduced new tools 
and diversified productions. The market for the 
handicrafts items of Mcradabad was widened with the impact 
oi their knowledge of muslim culture as well as the need 
of the foreign countries. Different varieties and shapes 
of house-hold articles that were in demand in the foreign 
2 markets were produced. 
From the pregoing information we reach the 
conclusion that the art of brassware existed at Moradabad 
before the rule of Mughals in India. It is a well known 
fact that the Mughal Emperors gave their utmost preference 
to different ty^ .-^ s of arts and did all possible for their 
1. Industry out look. Report - 1956, p. 132. 
2. All India handicraft Board, Research Sections, New 
Delhi. 
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development. Prior to Mughal, the industry was confined 
to the manufacturing of simple and domestic utensils of 
brass like Parat, Jhagar, Thali, Lota etc. 
Aprat from the above information it is also said 
that a few Afghans came to Moradabad and copied the 
Persian and Kashmiri art of engraving on Hukka and 
Frashis. Some others say that the Bidar work of Lucknow 
and artistic figures of swords in Jaipur gave birth to the 
art of engraving and colouring the designs over the brass 
articles. This industry has become famous not only in 
India but also abroad for its artistic articles. The 
engraving and enamelling work at Moradabad is the best of 
its kind and dictir.guished it from other centres of the 
industry either in Uttar Pradesh or in other parts of 
India. 
Thus the Brassware industry which was confined to 
the manufacturing of demestic articles took turn to its 
artistic character and the work of engraving and 
enamelling ii.to existence. Later Mughals took keen 
interest in the art and new pattern and designs with 
different colours v/ere patronised. During this period 
these artistic items were also exported to some muslim 
countries like Afghanistan, Iran and some other Arab 
countries when the shahi personalities came to visit 
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India, they wore presented such types of articles by 
mughal emperors. 
During the bx • •:.•'sh rule in India, the industry 
remained at stand still. The state Nawabs were the only 
lovers of the art. As such there was no progress in the 
manufacture of artistic utensils. As per the estimates of 
the industries department, Uttar Pradesh, the annual 
production of this induiitry was rupees one crore and more 
than 10,000 woi!.ors were engaged in this industry during 
the British period. 
Progress of t.^ a Indutitry After Independence 
After independence the government of India 
recognised the importance of cottage industries for 
economic development of the country. The Industrial 
Policy 1948 assigned proper place to the cottage industry 
and some efforts were made for the development of 
Brassware industry, as it was one of the most important 
cottage industries at chat time. So, we may consider it 
as the first step taken by the government for the 
development of the industry after independence. 
During the first five year plan All India 
Handicrafts Board was set up in 1952, with its Head office 
at New Delhi. It has five regional offices - Delhi, 
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Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Lucknow. The Lucknow office 
of the boaid iz i ., after the working and progress of 
the Brassware i-uJustry of the state, especially at 
Moradabad. Daiiu^ the second and third five year plan 
periods also efforts for the development of the industry 
were made by All India Handicrafts Board. The main 
achievement of this period was the appointment of a study 
peaal by the government of Uttar Pradesh for making 
recommendations for the progress of the industry. The 
study penal v/ent through the conditions of the artisans 
and the scale and standard of production and submitted its 
report with the recommendations to set up a government 
body to assist the industry at Moradabad. The government 
of Uttar Pradesh accepted this recommendation and 
established the U.P. State Brassware Corporation Ltd., in 
February 1974 at Moradabad. The Corporation has taken up 
the work of incxeaLing production and export of brassware. 
Besides .toiadabad, Brassware industry is spread 
over at many other centres in Uttar Pradesh like Varanasi, 
Mirzapur, Jalesar, Almora, Bahraich and Aligarh. The 
following table shows the working of this industry in 
Uttar Pradesh: 
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TABLE NO. 1-1 





Items of productions 
Moradabad 200 110000 Brass Utensils,Artwares & 
decorative items. 
Varanasi 50 20000 Puja articles,idols,modern 
arts. 
Mirzapur 12 15000 House-hold Brass utensils. 
Jalesar 10.Cu 2800 Ghungroos, Bells, Thali, 
Kalchi. 
Almora 5.80 500 Domestic articles, few 
fancy items. 
Bahraich 3.50 200 Domestic articles 
Aligarh 2.10 175 Door handles,Brass figures 
and animals. 
Source: Information collected by Research Scholar from All 
Handicrafts Board Research Sections, New Delhi. 
It is obvious from the table under study that Uttar 
Pradesh covers more than 90 percent^ of the total 
brassware productions in India and the share of other 
states in quite insignificant. In the same way Moradabad 
is the bigi^est production centre of the brasswares in 
2 Uttar Pradesh and accounts for nearly 80 percent of the 
1. Manufacturers/Exports Associations, Moradabad. 
2. Ibid. 
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total brasswc^r-j productions in the country - while 
Varanasi hold® e^^ .-.. ...iU Mirzapur third positions in this 
field but thoir pijd„^tion is not so significant because 
figures of at Varanasi include the production 
of Puja items and idois which are generally made of copper 
and the artisans of Mirzapur use Kashut and copper as 
their rav; material. Jalesar, a small tehsil of Etah 
district in Ottar Pradesh is actually an important centre 
of brasswork and holds dominance in the production of 
ghungroos and bells. 
At present the industry can be divided into two 
main parts on the basis of brass items being manufactured 
in Uttar Pradesh: 
1. Productioi. Utensils and Other Utility goods: 
It is spread jver different parts of the state with 
special concentrations at Moradabad, Mirzapur, Almora and 
Bahraich. Although these items are meant for domestic 
us-, they have export potentialities to Nepal, Malaysia, 
Indonesia and some African countries. 
2. Brass 2^-ticia^ wf Fine Arts and Novelties 
This work is chiefly concentrated at Moradabad, 
Varanasi and Jalesar to some extent. About 90 percent of 
product of such items of Moradabad is meant for export 
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only. So, this industry has earned a niche for itself in 
the international market because of the excellence of 
engraving ware. The engraving has been such an asset that 
it has helped the industry in its growth. This trend 
reflects that the products feature is playing dominant 
role in the marketing of the product. 
It is nt-edloob to say that after independence there 
has gone a thorough change in the pattern of demand for 
brassware. The researcher/ while contacting the brassware 
manufacturers has come to the conclusion that gradually 
the use of bigg domestic brass article in going down. 
Same is the posiLio.i of brass utensils of daily use, as 
their place has been taken by the utensils of steel on the 
other hand, that the demand for fancy and Novelty items 
has been increasin9, therefore, the manufacturers of brass 
articles are diverting towards the manufacture of the 
decorative and artistic brass articles. Moradabad which 
was famous for its 'Kalai Ke Bartan' now is famous for the 
brassware of fine Arts and novelty items all over the 
world. There has come a significant change in the 
percentage of differ^.ic tjpes of brass items being sold. 
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; -.1.2 NO. 1.2 







Brass utensils & other 80 14 
utility goods. 
Puja & Religious wares 05 06 
Fine Art and Novelty wares 15 80 
Source: Data collectad by Research Scholar from 
Manufacturers/Exports Associations, Moradabad. 
It is ciea^ from the table 1.2, that the demand for 
brass utensils and other utility goods has reduced after 
independence. On the other hand the demand for Fine Arts 
and Novelty items has gone up nearly four folds of the 
demand prior to independence. There has been no 
significant increase in the demand for religious wares. 
In fact, the demand fc. these items has gone down but the 
increase is recorded due to the demand for idols made of 
brass. The idols arc demanded in India for religious 
purposes while they have demand abroad for their artistic 
and decorative value. 
In this industry the 'Karkhanedari' system is 
fundamentally prevelent where Karkhanedar is not a trader 
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but an actual organiser of production. The supply of raw 
material and the Srile of finished product is controlled by 
private tra'^ lers. The'ra\7 material supply is controlled by 
b.Lg businessmen v;ho have the financial capability of large 
investment in zhe manufacturing. 
Division of labour is prevalent at all the centres, 
where processes are done by different sets of people. 
There are pattern makers, moulders, scrappers, solders, 
engravers, polishers and electroplaters. In this industry 
men, women and children all constitute their share of 
labour in different uays. The artisans in this industry 
are mostly illiterates. They are devoid of the sense of 
decent and clean living, family planning and balanced 
hduit of . This adversely affects their 
socio-economic conditions, which has resulted in high 
in^ idence of o^rious ailments v/hich naturally affect the 
working capacity of the artisans greatly. 
Organisational Structure of the Industry 
The pattern of ownership in this industry is 
predominantly sole ijroprietory. Only 15 percent^ of the 
units were run on tne partnership basis. Although sole 
1. District Industry Office, Moradabad. 
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proprietory form of organisation is the dominant from of 
organisation of the Brassware industry at Moradabad, yet a 
large majority of ur.iL^ have to depend for supply of both 
work and material on dealers. Their mode of operation is/ 
usually speaking, of servicing nature rather than 
organisation of their own independent production. 
There is a special class of workers at Moradabad, 
known as contractor. They do not have workshops of their 
own nor do they undertake the risks of production. Mainly 
they function as a middleman taking orders from the 
dealers and cixpcrtars and forming out the work to small 
manufacturing Ui.its on contract basis. 
At Varanasi, units engaged in the production of 
brassware have been organised mostly on single ownership 
basis. 
At Mirzapur nearly one fifth of the total number of 
units are of partnership nature and the rest proprietory 
1 concerns. 
At Jalesar the industry is confined to the houses 
of artisans auz. all the units are sole proprietory 
2 concerns.Same is tne position of Almora & Bahraich also, 
1. All India handicrafts Board, Moradabad Office. 
2. Ibid. 
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Venue of Work 
At Moradabad the Brassware industry is running from house 
to house. A special feature of different units is that 
they carry on only one process of manufacture 'and the 
children and women help iJi this v/ork. Most of these units 
give orders to the artisans for shoping the items and get 
the work of engaraving, electroplating, polishing etc. 
done in their own factories through the hired labour. But 
such units are usually confined to the cottages of the 
exporters and looked after by their families. Besides, 
there are also some exporters v/ho have set up their own 
factories in which all the processes of production are 
done. The total number of units engaged in the production 
of brasswares is about 3,372.^ 
At Varauasi tht industry is also running on the 
Game patterns as at Moradabad. The total number of 
2 manufacturing units of brassware is about 230. 
The Brassware industry at Mirzapur is mainly 
confined to the manufacturing of utensils. Besides, there 
are 40 rolling mills which produce brass sheets. The 
number of units manufacturing brass utensils is about 350 
1. Survey report of the U.P.S.B.C. Ltd., Moradabad. 
2. Ibid. 
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and are purely cottage as being run by the Thathera 
families in their huts.^ 
Jalesar is famous for the manufacturing of 
ghungroos and ghanties. The total number of manufacturing 
units of brassware is about 200. All these units are 
2 cottage based. 
The Brassv;are industry at Almora is engaged in the 
manufacturing of domestic brass utensils and some fancy 
items. This industry is also cottage one and confined to 
the houses of the artisans. The number of these units is 
•5 about 120. 
This industry at Bahraich is located at the houses 
of Thatheras v/ho manufacture the utensils. The number of 
4 such units is about 30. 
Period of Work 
Ecept the weekly holidays and festivals, the units 
are engaged in production for whole of the year. Except 
during the rainy season, the production activity maintains 
the tampo through out the year. People working in 
1. Survey report of the U.P.S.B.C. Ltd., Moradabad. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Survoy report of Almora Brassware industry by 
U.P.S.B.C. Ltd. Moiadabad. 
1. Ibid. 
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moulding/ polishing and engraving sector find work for 
about nine months in the year v/hile workers engaged in 
making silli yulli and lacquring find v/ork for about eight 
months. In the remaining sector the number of working 
days do not exceed 275 days. 
Motive Power 
In the brassware industry, much of the work is done 
by hand. Nearly 90 percent^ of the units carry their 
v;ork manually. It is only in polishing, sheet work, 
caraping and electroplating where we find the use of 
electric pov/er. 
Wages to the Workers 
The piece rate system is prevalent in the industry. 
The average daily wages of a workers range betv;een Rs. 
2 
15/- and Rs.40. Labour charges for each manufacturing 
process are mostly pre-determined by prevailing trade 
practices and also by Karkhanedars, engravers and 
manufacturers. In fact, wages for similar work differ 
according to weight and size of the article made and the 
skill of the artsans. 
1. District Industry Office, Mordabad. 
2. District Labour Office, Moradabad. 
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Government Policy towards the Industry 
The Gover.uiu-lit of Uttar Pradesh is assistiny in the 
promotion of the Brassv/are industry. Various government 
agencies assisting the development of Brassware industry 
of U.P. are: 
1. U.P. State Braasware Corporation Limited. 
2. State Directorate of Industries. 
3. All India Handicrafts Board. 
4. U.P. Government's quality marking centre. 
5. Small industries development organisations. 
The principal agency responsible for the 
development of small and cottage industries is the State 
Directorate of Industries in Uttar Pradesh. It registers 
units, checks and enforces various rules and regulation 
formulated by U.P. government from time to time. 
U.P. Stcite Bras£.v7are Corporation Ltd., is another 
State level a>jency which solves various problems faced by 
the Brassware industry. 
Quality marking centre v/orking in U.P. is under 
the State Directorate of Industries keeper. This centre 
has been set up to te-st quality of tin plating on 
brassware. 
All India handici.afts board looks after the design 
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and development requirements of certain industries in U.P. 
including the Brassv^are industry. Keeping in view the 
export potentialities of the Brassv/are industry of U.P., 
it is desirable that the design and development centre of 
all India handicraft board should devote more attention to 
this export oriented industry. 
PRODUCTION TECIiWiL OF BRASSWARE INDUSTRY 
Raw Material 
Raw mattSrial is an indispensable necessity for any 
industry. That is why availability of raw material is the 
primary factor determining the location of an industry. 
The major cause of location of this industry at Moradabad 
is the availability of special clay called 'Chikni Mitti' 
at the banks of river Ramganga which is used by the 
artisans of brasswares for moulding purposes. Other raw 
material being used in the Brassware industry can be 
classified into two categories: 
Raw Material 
Main Subsidiary 




Knin Raw Malorial 
Copper: 
Copper mines in India are located in Kangra and 
Kullu in Himachal Pradesh, Garhwal and Almora in Uttar 
Pradesh, Jaipur, Ajmer and Alwar in Rajasthan. Singhbhumi 
in Ilazarilagh dic,trict in Bihar and Mysore in Karnataka. 
Among all theue places Bihar is the largest copper 
producing ^^entre in India, but the production of copper in 
Ir)dia is still not enouyh to meet the demand of the 
country, as it is not only used for brasswares but also in 
many other v/ays. Its annual requirement is about 1,00,000 
t\.ns. That is why India has to depend upon imports of 
copper to a very great extent and its demand is met by 
imports from various countries of the v/orld. 
U.S.A. is the largest copper producing country of 
the v;orld, while U.S.S.R. is the second largest one. 
India has to make imports of copper from U.S.A., U.S.S.R. 
and some other South African countries. Only U.S.A., and 
U.-i.S.R. aocouiic foz more than 2/3 of the total imports of. 
copper by India. 
Zinc: 
Zinc production in India is also short of demand 
anc' as such In-Ha imj..orts zinc also. It imports zinc from 
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U.S.A., Canada, Japan and Australia. But the major import 
is from U.S.A. 
The brassware dealers and artisans do not care for 
the purchase of copper and zinc but they purchase either 
brass sheets or brass scrap. 
Brass SheiiL 
Braos sheec is b^-ought to brassware centres from 
places wheie non-^criuus mills are set up or from markets 
of brass sheet. Among these Delhi,, Bombay, Calcutta are 
prominent for brass sheet markets. 
Brass Scrap 
Brass Scrap refers to old brass which has turned 
into brass billet. Almost at all the centres of Brassware 
industry, the br^is scrap is received from important 
cities of the co 
try concerned with scrap. Most of the 
brass sheets, braso scrap are taken by the big dealers who 
deal in the non-ferrous metals. Such dealers get the 
supply of coppcr. i^xic and brass sheet etc. from all the 
j iporta at cuntr<_-b of country and from the importers also. 
Sxibsidiary Raw Materials 
Brass.vare industry also requires Aluminum, Lead, 
Tin and Nickle as the subsidiary raw materials for 
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manufacturing. These are used to a little extent and are 
oeneraily purchas-..J by the dealers from the local market. 
The use and availability of these metals is discussed 
below: 
Aluminium 
In the brassv/are manufacturing process aluminium is 
rr^ xed in biasG tc a very little extent to give brightness 
dad shinning to Lcass. In India it is available at 
Calcutta and Bc.aao/ n.arkets in enough quantity. 
Lead 
In the manufacturing of brasswares lead is used to 
make the moulding process easier and to avoid the risk of 
bxeakage of tne moulds as the use of lead makes them hard. 
Lead is obtained from Bomaby, Gwalior, Calcutta and 
Gorkhpur. 
Tin Nickel 
The use of these metals in the industry is also not 
vtry significant. Eiether of these metals is used for 
po^ishin-j cl.e br<u3-Vvsres. Artisans get these from the 
local markets. 
Sources of Sapply 
Proper supply of raw material required by the 
industry at reasonable price is most important for un 
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intrupted production. But it has always been a problem 
fcr artisans and manufacturers. The various sources of 
supply of brass to the artisans and dealers engaged in 
this industry in the State are discussed below: 
Direct Purchases 
The common source of getting raw material by any 
industry is direct purchase from the market. But as far 
the Brassware industry is concerned, the artisans are 
always short of funds and cannot purchase their raw 
material from markets. It is only in the case of a few big 
manufactures who purchase the raw material from the 
markets not only in the State but also from out side the 
State. In most of the cases the small manufacturers 
purchase the raw material from dealers. These dealers are 
doing business on a large scale at different brassware 
centres in the State. 
Through Brassware Exporters and Dealers 
Exporters supply the raw material to the artisans. 
Whenever they get foreign orders, they get the articles 
manufactured through artisans by supplying them the raw 
materials. This system is more prevalent at Moradabad and 
it accounts for more than 75 percent of the total exports 
of brassware in the country. 
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The artJs^ .t'-. an3 snali Karkhanedar do not take risk 
of marketiny their products themselves and sale their 
p.oducts to ch<.-. 1.cjal br=^ssware dealers. Such dealers 
sjpply rav.' matt.-r^  o.l fcr the brassware for which they place 
orders with the artisans. 
Through National Small Industries Corporation 
National small industries corporation is also 
helpful in the supply of raw material to the actual users. 
This corporation supplies brass scrap, boaring and turning 
from factories to the actual users on the recommendation 
oc the Directorate of industries, Uttar Pradesh under 
certain condition. At the time of filling application for 
such raw materials, the party concerned has to deposit 2 
p", rcent of tne notified value of the material required and 
further has to deposit the entire amount in advance before 
the corporation issues the final release from the 
factories. It is very difficult for small manufacturers 
to make their own arrangement for taking the material from 
these factories at far off places like Nagpur, Calcutta 
etc. It adversly affects the industry, because the 
merchants who purchase the release orders again sell the 
raw material to the actual users at high prices. 
Through Minerals & Metals Trading Corporations 
This corporaticn supplies only zinc to the actual 
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users in Erassware inc^ustry. The production of acquiring 
the supply of raw material through this corporation is too 
complicated and as such not very beneficial to the small 
manufacturers. 
Through U.P. State Brassware Corporation Ltd. 
The U.P. State Brassware Corporation came into 
being in February 1974 at Moradabad with the objective to 
assist this industry corporation provide raw material to 
the small manufacturers and provide facilities in the 
procurement of raw materials purchased through National 
Small Industries Corporations and Minerals and Metals 
Trading Corporations. The Corporation charges only 2 
percent of the value of raw material as the service 
charges to meet its over head expenses. It also gives the 
facility to the manufacturers to make payment in 
installment according to their convenience. 
In this regard the researcher contacted the small 
manufacturers and artisans with the object of finding out 
the source of supply of raw material. It was found that 
even now most of the small manufacturers have to depend 
upon the exporters and dealers to whom they supply their 
products. The government's contributions in this regard 
is negligible. The following table shows the percentage 
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of raw material being supplied through different sources 
to the brasswarc i .anuf acturers : 
TABLE No. 1.3 
SUPPLY Of RAW MATERIAL FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES 
TO 1HE BRASSWARE MANUFACTURERS 
Source Percentage of 
Material Supplied 
Purchases from Exporters & Dealers 55% 
Purchases from Traders 35% 
Purchase through Govt, agencies 10% 
Source: Information gathered by research scholar from 
U.P. State Brassware Corporation Ltd. Moradabad. 
It is clear from the above table that the artisans 
and small manufacturers depend upon the exporters and 
dealers who compel them to supply finished products at 
lower prices. The direct purchase made in the market is 
also a drawback because these traders get the supply of 
raw material from the government quota at cheap rates but 
sell it at exorbitant prices. The government's 
contribution in this regard is not significant being only 
10 percent of the total raw material. 
Techniques of Production 
The process of manufacturing of brasswares is 
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raostly technical. It is very difficult for a lay man to 
understand the There is division of labour and each 
establishment specialises in a particular process only. 
An object passes through various processes before it 
becomes finished For this purpose the researcher 
contacted a number of artisans engaged in different 
processes and tried to understand the techniques. The 
following chart shows the processes through which the 
brassware pass: 
PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE 










Beating Pressing Spinning 






The details of processes involved in each stage of 
production, are given below: 
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Pattern Making and Shaping 
The first stage of the manufacturing process is to 
make patterns accordingly to shape the wares. This 
process is different for articles made of brass sheet and 
articles made by way of asting. 
1. .Moulding 
In this process, before preparing moulds, wooden 
pattern are made out of the sample available, on the basis 
of which master moulds are prepared. Moulding involves 
four different operations - making pattern, preparing 
mould, heating the metal and handling the metal. Moulding 
may be classified as: 
(i) Para Casting 
In the the para casting method, the pattern of the 
article to be manufactured is made of wood and these form 
a few model pieces are cast which are to be used in 
making moulds on a large scale. 
A mould is divided into two cores - the inner core 
and the outer core. The farmer is first one made on inner 
side of a block sample. It is taken out when dried and is 
allowed to cool. The outer shall is made on the outer 
side of the same and it is out into two after it has 
dried. The inner core is inserted in side the hollow of 
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the outer shell already cut into two. The two parts of 
the outer shell are joined at the top, leaking hollow 
space between the two structures. At the bottom of the 
structure, a Tikli there in, is affixed to allow the 
matter metal to pass inside the hollow space. when 
absolutly dry, it is put in the furnance downwards. The 
artisan known as furnance man calculates by his experience 
that the raw material has reached a paint of fusion, he 
takes out the moulds from the furnance quickly and puts 
them in row having Kothali position upwards and para 
downwords. The metal thus runs into para. As the whole 
thing gets cooled the para is broken and the sample comes 
out which look rough in appearnace. 
(ii) Darza Casting 
Under this process two flat dishes with raised rim 
are used. The dishes when put together leave a whole on 
the side which is meant for pouring metal. One dish is 
filled with masala which consists of the fine sand mixed 
with lubricant oil etc. After this the pattern is placed 
on a wooden plate and the darza is put above it and is 
filled with masala and then pressed very hard by the 
artisan. Thereafter, the pattern is taken back from darza 
and channel is made in the masala opening out to the hole 
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between the dishes. The melted metal is poured through 
the hole into darza. After a few minutes darza is opened, 
the pieces of darza are separated and moulded pieces are 
taken oilt. Articles like candle stands, ash trays, flower 
vases etc. are manufactured by this method. 
2. Sheet Work 
For making sheet works, the round billets are 
heated in a furnace and pressed in a rolling mill. Out 
line of the flat articles to be manufactured is marked on 
the sheet and flat pieces are cut from these out lines. 
The exact shaping of the flat pieces into desired articles 
is done with either hand operated or power lathes. 
Another method of making round sheet wares is to spin flat 
pieces of brass in a spining lathe operated by hand or by 
power. Thus the sheet items are manufactured by the 
following methods: 
(i) Beating Method 
It is a traditional method being used by the 
community known as 'Thatheras'. In this method brass 
sheet first cut according to size and shape, then these 
sheets are heated in a furnace and then beaten by hammer. 
When the sheets are heat they are taken out from the 
furnace and then put to hammering and are beaten in the 
lots of two, four, six or more sheets together as the case 
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may be. These sheets are now again put into furnace when 
red with heat, are taken out and placed on anvil one by 
one. Subsequently they are hammered at different points by 
turning the template on the anvil as soon as a template 
gets cold, it is replaced in the furnace. An outline of 
the article to be produced is marked on the template. 
Articles like Kalsa, Parat, Tasla etc. are manufactured by 
this method. 
(ii) Pressing Hethod 
This method is used to manufacture the items having 
hollow space in their shapes such as cups, Katora, Tiffin 
etc. first of all brass billets are cut in a suitable size 
as per the article to be produced and then pressed either 
by electric power or hammer. Pieces of sheets are affixed 
with die and pressed by the power press which shapes them 
accordingly. 
(iii) Spinning Lathe Method 
This method is used for the manufacturing of 
Thalis, Trays etc. Under it, first of all a die either of 
iron or wood is prepared and put on the thick iron roller 
which is usally driven by power. The brass sheet in 
proper size is placed between the die and the roller in 
such a way that the sheet is fully coverd by it leaving 
side edge which are to be raised or turned. 
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3. Soldering and Scraping 
Soldering is the process of joining parts of metal 
with another metal called solder. The solder is generally 
of a low melting point than the metal being joined. There 
are two process of soldering hard and soft. It is the 
latter process which is more in use. This involves the use 
of easily melted solder. The tools and equipment used for 
soldering consist of oxy acytelene gas torch. Kerosene 
burners, etc. The material used in comprised of a fluxal 
ammonia, a solder and emery cloth. Soft soldering is done 
either with direct heat or with a soldering bit. The 
surface to be joined is cleaned thoroughly with emery 
cloth. The different pieces of the brasswares to be 
soldered are put in a proper form. Then a lux san ammonia 
is applied at the place to be joined. The flux san ammonia 
is applied at the place to be joined. The flux helps in 
cleaning, reduces the oxide, helps the solder to flow and 
assists the solder to combine with the metals. The work 
place for soldering operation consists of one man and will 
cost between Rs.200/- to Rs.1,000/- depending upon the 
type of equipment purchased. 
Scarping is a cleaning operation, and the process 
consists of scraping the field surface to make it smooth. 
The process is known locally as Chilian. Scraping is done 
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in four ways - by hand, by charakh, by kanta and by 
machine. Scraping by hand is one of the oldest methods 
and is simple too. chisel is one of the important tools. 
The scraper with chisel in one hand and the article in the 
other hand or between two feet/ scrap the article. The 
second method of scraping by charakh is an improvement 
over the first. The article is mounted on a rod on one 
side and to charakh on the other side. The charakh is 
worked by with a scrap, as a result of which the article 
revolves. The tool scrapes the rovelving article to make 
its surface smooth. In the case of hand driven or power 
driven lathe, the article is fixed with lathe to the end 
of the roller. 
4. Engraving 
Engraving is the cutting of a design into the 
surface of the metal. After the product has been scraped, 
it is passed on to the engraver for engraving. The 
engraver imprints the design on the ware. In case of 
ordinary work, the design to be carved may be transferred 
by the engraver from his memory. In the case of 
'Siahkalam work' where intricate designs are involved, the 
designs are prepared on paer and out lined on the article 
to be engraved before engraving. This type of work 
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requires high order of skill and workmanship which is 
attained by patient apprenticeship for a few years. 
5. Polishing 
Polishing is the last step of giving final touch 
and lustre to all types of brasswares. But the process of 
polishing differs from item to item. All types of 
polishes are done as under: 
(i) Lacquering 
Lacquering is done on the engraved brassware by 
filling up with the shellac the depressions created by 
engraving. The article is heated on burning char-coal and 
the engraved designs are filled with painted shellac and 
the excess of lacquer is then removed. 
(ii) Electroplating 
Electroplating is the process of giving a coating 
of a metal on the article by the process of electrolysis. 
Under this. Potassium cynide is dessolved in a tank of 
water, along with nickel, charged with electric current. 
The article to be polished with nickel is dipped into the 
tank for a few minutes. When the nickel is plated on the 
article, it is taken out from the tank and washed and 
rubbed against lathe buffing machine charged with power. 
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An electroplated article gives more shining than the 
article polished with Kalai, but this shinning does not 
last long. 
(iii) Kalai 
Kalai is done on articles by heating it and then 
applying, tin and spreading it thereon with z. rag dipped in 
Nausadar. The article is then washed to remove Nausadar 
and again heated and cleaned. After this the article is 
polished with Kurand. Kurand is rubbed on the article 
with a rag with some pressure. Subsequently shinning is 
given by rubbing the article on lathe. 
(iv) Chromium 
Chromium on an article is done in the same way as 
nickel is plated. Instead of nickel/ chromium is 
dissolved in water. Chromium may also be plated on 
article already polished with nickel. In the later case 
the polish lasts long and, gives more shinning then nickel 
polish whether it is done on article with or without 
nickel. 
Modification of the Product in the Manufacturing- Process 
The traditional process of the Brassware Industry 
has under gone a number of technological changes and new 
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process is of manufacturing are being applied in different 
jobs in the industry. The Brassware industry of the state 
has been a handicrafts industry and the artisans have been 
manufacturing the products by hand in different jobs. 
Following are the modifications of the products in 
the process of manufacturing: 
1. In case of brass sheet items for shapir»g and 
pattern making power processes are being ut'.d for 
some articles. While previously the whole of this 
work was done by hand operated tools and 
equipments. 
2. Scraping is also done by hand operated tools, but 
for the last few years the use of machines for this 
purpose has been in practice. Now the scraping of 
the heavy items is done with the help of machine, 
but the use of scraping machines is very limited. 
3. Soldering process has also been mechanised to some 
extent. Now the brass items which are manufactured 
in pieces, are soldered by gas plant just like 
welding process. 
•f. The whole of the process of polishing except Kalai 
has been completely mechanised and nickel and 
silver polishes are done with the electroplating 
technique. 
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5. Introduction of various types of new designs and 
patterns of fancy and novelty in brasswares is a 
modern trend. With the increase in exports of such 
items, this industry has turned to the production 
of items of new designs and shapes. 
From the fore going points, it is cJ'^ ar tha^ . the 
Brassv^are industry in the state has been adopting nev; 
techniques in the process of manufacturing. Following are 
some important reasons which are responsible for the 
adoption of these new techniques of manufacturing. 
(a) The labour cost in the process of manufacturing has 
been increasing regularly with the rising trend of prices 
and increasing standard of living. The main reason behind 
it is that the industry is almost hand operated. 
Therefore, it is essential that the industry should be 
mechanised to the maximum possible extent and all the new 
techniques of production must be adopted. It will not 
only bring down the labour cost but also reduce the 
monopoly of the particular class of artisans required for 
the process concerned. 
(b) Brassware industry has been facing a great 
competition in foreign markets with some other prassware 
manufacturing countries like Taiwan, South Korea and Japan 
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because of their prices being cheaper. They are able to 
do so because of lower manufacturing costs due to adoption 
of mechanised processes and low rates of raw material 
which they use. Therefore/ the use of modern techniques 
of brassv;are manufacturing is desirable to bring the 
industry in a position to face the competition wi .h other 
countries, as it will bring down the cost of 
manufacturing. 
(c) The falling demand for domestic brass items can be 
recovered by the adoption of new techniques of Brassware 
manufacturing. It will bring the prices of such wares 
down and as such the industry will be in a position to 
revive the demand for brasswares as stainless steel wares 
would be comparatively very costly. People would be 
attracted towards brasswares on account of their 
cheapness. 
Thus the technological changes in the process of 
brassware manufacturing will increase the production but 
it will require more capital and more skilled labour. It 
will not only increase the quantity but also improve the 
quality of production and reduce the cost of 
manufacturing. The consequences of the adoption of nev7 
techniques are more capital, skilled labour and more 
production. 
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1. More Capital 
The adoption of new technological devices requires 
more amount of capital which itself is a problem for those 
engaged in the Brassware industry in the State. The 
artisans who are already short of finances do not fine 
themselves in a position to adopt new techniques in cheir 
manufacturing process. Therefore, the state government or 
the financial institutions should come forward and provide 
the necessary capital to the industry. 
2. More Skilled Labour 
The new techniques and machines in the 
manufacturing of brasswares require more skilled labour. 
An industry like brassware, where most of the labour is 
hereditary, the use of machines and new techniques will 
make the problem of labour. It is possible only if the 
labour is imparted training. So the government should 
arrange for a regular training in different jobs and 
processes under nev>7 techniques so that the industry may 
flourish on the same line as in other brassware 
manufacturing countries like Taiwan, South Korea and 
Japan. 
3.More Production 
The new techniques will result in the increase of 
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production which will require new markets in the country 
and abroad. Tne increase in the production of brasswares 
is very much essential because the demand for fancy and 
novelty items has been going up regulaly in foreign 
markets and the industry is unable to meet the increasing 
demand v/ell in time. If some efforts are made, the demand 
for such items can be increased to a great extent. It is 
therefore, essential that the use of new techniques of 
brassware manufacturing should be adopted in the industry 
so that the production may be increased to a desirable 
extent. 
On the basis of the above discussion it can be 
concluded that the Brassware industry in the state has 
hundreds of varieties of items and designs. These 
varities go on changing at frequent intervals as per 
specific tastes and needs of the consumers. This industry 
has been working in two categories namely the production 
of brass utensils and brass items of fine arts and 
novelties. 
Units- engaged in the first category are few and 
mostly units are engaged in art wares. Production of 
different types of utensils in the first category is 
against anticipated local sales while the productions of 
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art wares is mostly done against the orders of the 
exporters. 
Except a few units which are engaged is the 
manufacturing of utensils, no unit under-takes all the 
manufacturing process to bring out the finished products. 
Usually one process is performed by one unit. Under each 
process the work is undertaken either at piece rate or 
contract basis. The entire industry is based on cottage 
and most of the units are located in the homes of the 
artisans. 
In this industry, much of the work is done by hand. 
Nearly 90 percent of the units carry out their work 
manually. Only for polishing, electroplating and sheet 
work. Electric power is used. 
The exporters are having their hold over this 
industry. They receive orders from abroad and then get the 
articles produced by artisans. 
The government of India has been pursuing the 
development of this industry and a number of measures have 
been taken to assist the growth of such industries in the 
country. 
The sources of supply of raw material that the 
artisans and manufacturers with limited finance have to 
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depend on traders and brassware dealers, who invest their 
funds in purchasing and storing large quantity of raw 
material for retail selling. These traders and dealers 
always try to exploit the situations intheir own interest. 
Besides, the small manufacturers and artisans purchase 
the raw material on credit for which the-- have to pay 
exhorbitant rate of interest. 
The production of brasswares involves a number of 
processes undertaken by individual establishments 
specialising in each of them. These processes include 
ingot making, pattern making, sheet work, moulding, 
soldering, scraping, electroplating, engraving, lacquering 
and polishing for obtaining the end product ready for 
sale. 
After scraping and soldering the articles are given 
final finish and can be sold after polishing. As far as 
the engraving is concerned, this is done to make the items 
more fancy and artistic. A wide range of brasswares are 
being produced at Moradabad and other centres in the state 
in the state in hundreds of shapes and designs. These go 
on changing from time to time according to tastes and 
needs of the customers. The main items of production are 
flower vases, candle stands, ash trays, table lamps, 
jwellery boxes, jars, planters, beer mugs, lighting 
fixtures, tea sets, and other miscellaneous items. 
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After going through all the process of brassware 
manufacturing it is observed that most of the work is done 
by hand and trie mechanised work is only in case of sheet 
work and to some extent in scraping and polishing in the 
industry. Hence the Brassware industry is f< ing a e^inboi 
of problems which will be described in the r.-xt chr>p-',r. 
CHAPTER - II 
PROBLEMS OF BRASSWARE INDUSTRY IN U.P. 
PROBLEMS OF BRASSWARE INDUSTRY IN U.P. 
In spite of the vita] role which the brassware 
industry plays in the national economy, this industry 
faces a variety of problems. Most of the problems of the 
industry arise from its being small in size. The industry 
seems to be caught in a vicious circle. Small size of 
establishment prevents from taking advantages which accrue 
only to large units, lack of these advantages prevent them 
from moving up the ladder. With this nota, we discuss in 
the following pages various problems being faced by the 
Brassware industry in the State. 
1. Production 
Following are the various production problems being 
faced by the industry. 
(a) Raw Material Problem 
Brassware industry faces a major problem of 
non-availability of quality raw material at reasonable 
rates. In the existing set up, availability of quality 
raw material at reasonable rates continues to bo a problem 
for small manufacturers. Small Karkhanedars with limited 
financial resources have to resort to open market purchase 
at very high prices. The VN^ ealthy traders, who invest 
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their funds in purchasing and storing the raw material for 
retail selling, afterwards try to exp1o:t the small 
karkhanedars by charging exorbitant priccG of material 
against the credit sale. If these small enterpreneures 
try to import raw material, they fail to do so because 
their orders for small quantities are not accepted by 
exporters. 
Copper and Zinc are the main items of ra^ 7^ material 
which are imported. The prices of these raw materials 
have considerably gone up in the international market. In 
order to enable the small scale producers to procure the 
raw materials at reasonable rates it is desirable that the 
state government should import it in bulk and make it 
available to the small units at fair rates. 
(b) Traditional Production Methods 
The technique of production in traditional, 
involving use of simple tools which have failed to improve 
the quality of productions and raise labour productivity. 
Most of the artisans and workers undertake manufacturing 
work by hand. There are only a few units which have 
installed machines for scraping and polishing work. The 
processes of casting, soldering, scraping, polishing, 
electroplating and lacquring can further be modernised to 
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improve upon the efficiency and output of workers. But 
due to lack of finance they are not in a position to 
invest their own capital. Considering the grovs^ ing market 
and to meet the need of foreign buyers, there is pressing 
need to further mechanise and introduce improved 
technology in process of moulding and casting, soldering 
and scraping, polishing, electroplating and lacquring to 
increase out put. It is also essential to provide 
opportunities to the artisans to learn the process of work 
not yet known to them. 
(c) Power Problem 
Shortage and interrupted power supply is another 
problem which adversly affects the production. The 
producers find it very difficult to adhere to production. 
Schedules to execute the foreign orders on time. The 
state government should allot more power supply to the 
industry. 
So, the uninterruptod supply of power is essential 
for the smooth functioning of ^he i..idustry to f'llfill the 
requirements of the customers. 
(d) Labour Problems 
The \';hole of the Brassware industry is divided into 
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many processes and no single unit performs all the 
processes of manufacturing. Every worker is the master of 
his job and process and every article has to pass through 
different hands in different units under different 
processes before it gets the final shape. So, the problem 
of availability of labour is multiplied by the number of 
jobs under the industry, as there is demand for workers in 
all the jobs. Most of the artisans prefer to work at 
their living huts rather than to go to work in factories. 
This is the reason as to why the industry is purely a 
cottage one and whenever the private enterpreneur make 
efforts to set up a big unit, they fail for want of 
availability of trained labour in adequate number because 
there is no arrangement for any training of brassware 
workers by the manufacturers. 
So, the training arrangement should be made through 
setting up brassware training centres at important centres 
of the industry like Moradabad, Varanasi and Mirzapur. 
This can be easily done by introducing craftsmanship 
courses in varous technical .iranches of the Brassware 
industry in the industrial t-i-^ iving Institutes located at 
or near by such centres, 
(e) Quality Control Problems 
It is inevitable for the producers of brasswares to 
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keep continuous watch over the quality of the products 
manufactured, not only for capturing new markets but also 
for maintaining the existing markets. However, presently 
there is no quality control in the Brassware industry. The 
quality marking centre set up by the Government of Uttar 
Pradesh is not looking after the Brassware industry. They 
have testing facilities, only for tin plating to check 
lead content on tin plated articles. Thus, this centre is 
not playing any developmental role. Keeping in view the 
suitable export sales and the promising export potential 
of the Brassv/are industry in the state, it is necessary on 
the part of the state government to cover the Brassware 
industry under the quality marking scheme. The state 
government should prescribe certain specifications to 
which the brassware must conform before quality mark seal 
is affixed. The brasswares may be inspected by the 
quality marking centre at various stages of production and 
finally after the completion of the v>7hole article, 
according to prescribed^specifications. 
2. Financial Problems 
The availability of ade<iuate finance in time is 
essential for the smooth functioning of an industry. 
Brassware industry of U.P. requires large amount of 
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working capital because raw material alone constitutes 
about 60 percent of the total cost of production. The 
small Karkhanedar and artisan face this problem due to 
indifferent bank practices which demand security for loan 
whereas they do not own such security. Consequently, the 
small scalc enterpreneurs fail to get the bank finance for 
woking capital. The small enterpreneurs continue to face 
this problem even now as they did earlier. Keeping in 
view the significance of this export oriented as well as 
labour intensive industry, it is necessary on the part of 
the government to extend financial assistance for this 
industry at liberal terms and conditions without 
emphasising on security for loan. 
3. Export and Competition Problems 
Brassware exports have been facing tough carpetition 
in the international market from the countries like 
Taiwan, South Korea and Pakistan. Incidentally, the 
competition is not in respect of the handicrafts 
manufactured in India but in ^espect of such items which 
can be manufactured mechanicaJ 2y. Most of the planters 
and functional items are prodin- 'd cheaper and at a greater 
speed by mechanical means in rniwnn and South Korea and 
some other countries who have flooded the international 
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market with their products. There has been a tendancy to 
concentrate on the manufacturing and export of such items 
that are typically the products of individual artistic 
traditions. 
While India is supplying the articles to a number 
of countries, the largest share being that of Saudi 
Arabia/ U.S.A., U.K., U.S.S.R., Canada, Fiji, Israil and 
Nitherlands, followed by Bahrain, Brazil, Egypt, Kuwait, 
Yemen, Sweden etc. Our competition is with the markets of 
Taiwan, South Korea, Pakistan Japan, Hong Kong etc. 
Though each of these countries has its own clientele 
because of different characteristics of products, yet the 
competition is there due to the problem of close substitutes 
also. The worst part is that even amongst Indian 
exporters there is an internal competition. In order to 
maintain prices, the quality standards are lowered. The 
nature and extent of competition offered by Taiwan, South 
Korea and Pakistan is explained belov/: 
TAIWAN 
Taiwan offers competition to India specially in 
respect of plain and heavy items. The extent of 
advantages in respect of their items are: 
(a) Quality of brass - such as the metal used by Taiwan 
is considered to be better. 
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(b) Taiwan enjoys distinct price advantage in plain and 
heavy items. 
(c) The country is able to respond well to change 
required in shapes and forms. 
SOUTH KOREA 
Competition pattern of South Korea is similar to 
that of Taiwan. 
PAKISTAN 
(a) Pakistan enjoys a price advantage of 10 percent to 
20 percent in respect of sheet item, plain brass 
item and a fev/ cast item. The difference in 
engraving is of the order of 19 : 20 compared to 
India.^ 
The handicraft j terns can bo divided into three 
categories based on their use: 
(1) Items which are considered purely decorative having 
prestige value. 
(2) Items which whave ome utility value with 
substantial docorativc features. 
(3) Items which are primariw utiliterian. 
While the product features play an important role, 
1. Manufacturers/Exporters Association, Moradabad. 
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the over riding marketing consideration seems to be the 
retail price range of the items, influencing the buying 
decision of the consumers. 
As per the report of Indian Institute of foreign 
trade market share by price range is indicated below: 
(i) If the retail value of an item is less than 2.50$ 
it is considered an expensive. 
(ii) If the retail price is 2.50$ to 7.50$ or even upto 
10$ it is considered acceptable. 
(iii) If the retail price is beyond 10$ buying 
consideration is more exact. 
(a) Tele-Communication Problem 
Problems arise due to bad communication service 
between the exporters and foreign buyers. The lack of 
efficiency of the tele-communication has been causing a 
serious loss to our export trade. Unfortunately, the 
tele-communication service available at Moradabad is 
lacking to render efficient service for dissminating the 
information which is required by the foreign buyers on 
regular basis. 
It would not be out of ,^ laco to mention that even 
the Talex service too is short of the expectations of the 
export trade. Generally, that-, talex instruments remain 
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out of order for long period and the machine goes out of 
order very frequently. 
This problem can be over come v;ith improved 
tele-communication and telex communication because our 
exports are being challenged by other competitive 
countries in the international market. In order to 
promote export from the state it is advisable that the 
communication facilities may be improved. 
(b) Visa Problem 
It has been observed for the last few years that 
great difficulties are faced by the exporters in obtaining 
visa from the countries of Europe like Italy, France, 
VJest-Germany and also the Gulf countries. Their 
conservative attitude towards the exporters is something 
against the interest of the export promotion. 
In case of denying the visa to the exporters, it is 
impossible to promote the export without contacting the 
foreign buyer otherwise the international market can be 
totally captured by the other Asian countries such as 
Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong <>tc. Thus, it is essential 
that the visa should be gran^ .jd to exporters to promote 
their export. 
(c) High Freight Charges Problem 
The export of handdcrafc^? prodjced by the Srassware 
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industry of Uttar Pradesh has been suffering from the set 
back caused by the competition from other Asian countries, 
which have been able to sale their merchandise in the 
international market on cheaper rates by allowance of 
availing subsidy on freight from the governments. The 
foreign buyers continue to complain about the higher rate 
of freight both by sea and Air in respect of import made 
by them from India. The shipping lines as well as air 
lines do charge higher freight rate from Indian ports 
ov^ ing to some of their specific problems like detention of 
vessels at Indian ports. 
The shipping lines are actively considering further 
rise in shipping rates at Indian ports by 10 percent. " It 
is the miserable position for the Indian export trade. 
The foreign buyers may not accept to pay higher freight 
rates on Indian goods when they are in a position to buy 
similar goods fro other countries at lov/er cost of freight 
payment. 
So, it v/ould be reasonable that in order to boost 
up export the difference in freight structure should be 
subsidised by the government jither by direct refund to 
the exporter or in any other way which may be found 
feasible. 
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(d) International Price Problem 
Brassware industry produces artistic, decorative, 
gift articles inclusive of table wares etc. for 
performance of added value exports. Since India is not 
self sufficient in respect of the requj.rement of 
non-ferrous metals, the import of the same ic permitted 
under open general licence. 
However, the import duty is charged on the basis, 
leading to serious problems for export trade. Such as the 
abrupt changes in international price and sudden and 
frequent hike in rates of import duty up-set the planning 
in supplying merchandise to foreign buyers because the 
rate of the duty draw back is not compensated 
correspondingly. 
In view of the above facts, it would be rational to 
change the pattern of imposing import duty. The import 
duty should be levied on weight basis and not on value 
basis. It would solve the imbalance affecting marketing. 
4. Managerial Problem 
The Brassware industry ilso faces the problem of 
management. This indu Lr^  !<=; mostly managed by 
owner-managers who do not • ; ^  any formal training. It 
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is observed that the owner-managers are fine craftsmen but 
they lack efficiency in the management of business affairs 
of their undertaking. It is unfortunate that government 
stresses the need of trained artisans for increasing 
production but it does not realise the necessity of 
developing trained management skill. The small industries 
Service Institute should organise management courses for 
own-managers of these- industries, who already possess 
practical knowledge and experience of running the 
industry. Therefore, the training course should be for 
short duration because the ov\rner-managers of these firms 
are not in a position to leave their firms for long. 
Having examined in the foregoing pages, the various 
problems faced by the industry, the following conclusion 
may be drawn: 
Now availability of quality raw material at 
reasonable rates continues to be a problem for the small 
manufacturers. The healthy traders exploit the small 
Karkhanedars by charging hiih price of raw material. 
There is urgent need to establij h a recognised channel for 
regular supply of rav; material to small manufacturers at 
reasonable price. 
The production processes and techniques adopted by 
the industry are very old and time consuming so there is 
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pressing need to further mechanise and introduce improved 
technology in the process of manufacturing. 
Shortage of power is also an important problem 
which creates hurdle in the way of production adversely 
affecting the export. It is also inevitable for the 
producers to keep continuous v;atch over the quality of the 
products manufactured not only for capturing new markets 
but also for maintaining the existing markets. It is 
necessary on the part of the state government to bring the 
brassware industry under the quality marking scheme. 
The srrall manufacturers face the problem of finance. 
When they approach to banks or financial institutions for 
assistance they are asked to cj i ve property guarantee. It 
is necessary for the government to make arrangement to 
overcome this problem. 
In the international market export in brassware has 
been meeting tough competition from countries like Taiwan, 
South Korea and Pakistan etc Most of the planters and 
functional items are prodn?< d cheaper and by fast 
mechanical means in other CwUnLrics. The nature and 
extent of competition offered by Taiwan and South Korea is 
specially in respect of plain and heavy items, and 
Pakistan enjoys a price benefit of 10 percent to 20 
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percent in respect of sheet items, plain brass items and a 
few cast items. 
The tele-communication v;hich is old and obsolete to 
render even an efficient servicc within the country itself 
is not suitable for export purposes. It would not be out 
of place to mention that the Telex Service too is short of 
expectations of the export trade. It is necessary to 
improve tele-communications and telex service to promote 
the export. 
There is also problem before the exporters in 
obtaining the visa, with this probleir it shrJ.ll not be 
possible to promote the export without contacting the 
foreign buyers. It is essential to grant the visa. 
Higher rate of freight charges both by sea and air to the 
foreign buyers who import the goods from India is also an 
important problem. They may not accept to pay higher 
freight because they are in a position to buy similar 
goods from other countries at lower cost of frieght 
payment. It is reasonable that the difference in freight 
structure should be subsidised .jy the government. 
The abrupt changes '.i international price and 
sudden hike in rates of Jmport- Juty upset the p''anning in 
supplying merchandise to Forc.irr buyers because the duty 
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is not compensated correspondingly. So, it would be 
rational to change the pattern of imposing import duty. 
Brassware industry of the state also faces the 
managerial problem. It is observed that the owner, 
managers are fine craftsmen but they lack efficiency in 
the management of business affairs. So, it is necessary 
that managerial skill is developed in the state. The 
small industries service institute should organise 
management course for owner-managers of these industries, 
who already possess practical knowledge and experience of 
running the industry. 
After having examined the various problems faced by 
the brassware industry, the next chapter is devoted to the 
marketing strategies in Brassware industry of U". P. 
CHAPTERTIII 
MARKETING STRATEGIES IN BRASSWARE INDUSTRY OF U.P. 
MARKETING STRATEGIES IN BR/i^JWARE INDUSTRY OF U.P. 
All production activities are undertaken to serve 
only one ultimate purpose that is the satisfaction of 
consumer wants. This objective is achieved by obtaining 
goods from the manufacturers and supplying them to the 
consumers. The journey of goods from manufacturers to 
consumers involves a number of processes which emerges in 
the form of market. According to the committee of the 
American Marketing Assocition as "Marketing ronsists of 
the performance of bus iness activities that direct the 
flow of goods and services from producer or supplier to 
the consumer or end users''^. 
The above quotation, not ony throws the light on 
the significance of Marketing but also makes clear the 
functions of Marketing. The following problems of 
Marketing come into light after analysing the above 
quotation. 
1. How to know the tastes of consumers. 
2. How to let tlie consupors know the pr^^ducts for 
sale. 
1. Committee Definition of the American Marketing 
Association, Marketing Definitions: 
A glossary of Marketing terms. 1960, p. 15. 
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3. How to supply the ooods at the places where 
they are demanded. 
Since the Brassware industry of the state is 
totally scattered, unorganised and confined to a very 
great extent to the doors of small artisans, tl^ e problems 
of marketing is comparatively more severe than in any 
other organised industry. Poor artisans and Karkhanedar 
do not find themselves in a position to market their 
products with reasonable profits. Usually they have to 
depend upon local dealers, exporters and middlemen for 
this purpose. 
The manufacturers of brasswares in the state are 
mostly poorly educated. They are either ignorant or 
incapable to avail the benefit of exports. So, the 
persuasion of marketing concept in the industry is 
significant for boosting up the manufacturing and export 
of brasswares which eventually happens to have a very 
large market for these products. Most of the 
manufacturers of brasswares are also not aware of the 
various export incentives oifered by the Government of 
India for pursuing export conf.ciousness among the public. 
Thus, the persuasion of marketing concept in the 
industry would invariably leac to step up our exports of 
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brassware for fetching the increased foreign exchange 
resources indespensable for the economic development of 
our country. 
Product 
When no company would think of entering a domestic 
market without careful and often extensive product 
planning, the question of entering in a foreign market 
with the existing product does not arise. To serve a 
foreign market it needs careful and extensive product 
planning. 
The' first strategy, straight extension, means 
introducing the product inthe foreign market without any 
change. The second strategy, communication adoptation, 
the company introduces its unchanged product but modifies 
its communications. The third strategy, product 
adoptation, involves altering the product to meet local 
condition or preference. The fourth strategy, product 
invention, calls for creating something new. This can 
take two forms. First, backward invention is the 
reintroducing of earlier product forms that happen to be 
well adopted to the need.-; of that country. Second, 
Forward invention is creating a brand nev/ product to meet 
needs in another country. Pr-duct invention v/ould appear 
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to be the costlicst of all stint'- , hut the pay offs to 
the successful firm aJ so app-^ar 5 Lc the greatest.^ 
Pricing of the Product 
Price plays a vciy significant role in -he economic 
system, it is considered to })c the key activity '"f a firm. 
Price becomes a hub around which the system revolves, it 
is the balance wheel which keeps the systems operating on 
an even keel. Imperfection in pricing is an indication of 
imperfection in the systcni. 
The market prico a p^  -idv -t influc .ces v/age;", 
rent, interest anci iiioTii'^ . 'f'1 - (: i c; i,q , rxre of a 
product influencos tl^ c price Toi L lo factor of 
production like labour, i.-^ nd, capital and 
cnterpreneurship. In 11 ' . pi ibccomcs a basic 
regulator of the entire c -ic t^-i^ n o ^caut. nff( cts 
9 the allocation of tn-^ sc re 01 
Price is the amount? c x no/ which is needed to 
acquire in exchange some combit.^d assortment of a product 
Warm J. Keegan, ^ Itina'icnfl Product Planning: 
Strategic Mernativo . m '1 cf Marl-eting, Jan. 1969 , 
pp. 58-62 Quoted Kotloi h^-lp, Marketing Mrmgement 
analysis, Planning and rn • c' Published b^  Prentice 
Hall of India Pvt.l.Ld. K-a 1-1 1, 197 7, pp. 477-478. 
Stanton, VJ.J. Fundar on. "-i . --I , '-'-+''"'9, p. 411. 
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and its accompanying services. Obviously, there are a 
large number of possible cor.binations of finished or 
partially completed product ar " the various services which 
may accompany it.^ 
The duty of the marketing manager is to decide the 
objectives of pricing before he determines the price 
itself. Pricing objectives are over all goals that 
describe the role of price in an enterprises's long range 
2 
plans. Pricing objectives provide guidance -^ o decision 
makers in formulating price policies/ planning pricing 
strategies and setting actual prices. The most important 
objective of the enterprise is to have maximum profits. 
Other goals in pricing may be: 
(i) To achieve target return of investment 
(ii) To stabilize pricos. 
(iii)Maintain or im./rove a target share of the 
market. 
(iv) Meet or pre\ ^ nL cot v-eL Ltions . 
(v) Maximise pr.-ifits. 
When we talk of international marketing of our 
brasswres, it is really a complex and challenging 
1. Stant6n,V'J. J. FundamentaJ s of Marketing, p. 411. 
2. Pride,W.H. & Ferrell, 0. C . , Marketing, Basic Conce^^ts 
.^nd Decision, 1 977 , p. 210 
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activity, especially in today's steep competitions in 
international market. Pricing of the products will have 
to be determined after careful study of the requirements 
of the market of brasswares. It is therefore, very 
imperative that the prices are to be fixed for the product 
after thorough study of the prevailing prices of the 
competitors. 
The prices have to be very competitive in huge 
consumptions markets like U.S.A., Canada and Gulf 
countries etc. The importers may place a single order of 
a particular item in big quantity and naturally buyer 
expects comparatively cheaper price. In such cases, the 
price has to be reduced considering the order in big 
quantity. 
We must also keep in mind that the competition from 
countries like Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, Japan is 
continuous and in order to achieve the target in steep 
competition with these countries, we must plan well in 
advance to keep up the price in line with the 
international market situatio.). 
Channels of Distribution 
A channel of distribution, sometimes called a trade 
channel for a product i.s the route taken by title to the 
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goods as they move from t'^ e producer to the ultimate 
consumer. Marketing channel furnish the bridge between 
the producer and the consumer- and through which'producers 
deliver the goods into the hands of their users. 
Following are the distribution channels of 
marketing the articles of the Brassware industry in the 
State: 
1. Direct Sales 
Direct sales refer to sales made by the 
manufacturers or Karkhanedar either to the consumers or to 
the dealers of the brasswares. We can classify the direct 
sales into the following categories: 
(a) Direct Sales by the manufacturers themselves. 
(b) Direct Sales to dealers. 
(c) Direct Sales to exporters. 
Direct Sales by the manufacturers to the customers 
who use the articles so purchased in case of Brassware 
industry such types of direct slaes are insignificant. A 
few poor artisans of Varanasi are seen in different 
congested places and markets selling their small and cheap 
products like, Deepak, Ghanti, idols etc. in the form of 
hawkers. These artisans manufacture such small items 
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during the day and sell them in the evening. But at any 
other centre of the industry in the state, we do not find 
this system of marketing prt„!/alent to any significant 
extent. At Moradabad or at Mirzapur this system of 
marketing is totally absent, except those customers who 
are familiar with the artisans and Karkhanedars and 
approach them to purchase brass, items which they need. 
Besides, there are some big exporters having their own 
factories of brasswaros rranuf acturing and export their 
products direct to different countries. 
The major sales of the products of Brassware 
industry are made direct to the local dealers and 
exporters. Since the artisans and small Karkhanedars 
engaged in the brassware manufacturing are always short of 
finance, they have to approach the local d<^alers and 
exporters of brasswares with their samples requesting them 
to give orders for the brasswares which they manufacture. 
These exporters do not only market their goods but also 
supply them finance and raw materials. These exporters 
supply a major part of their products to out side dealers 
in different cities of India like, Delhi, Bomaby, 
Calcutta, Madrass, Bar9r''rra, vTaipur, Bhopal, Agra, 
Lucknovi? etc. The researcher has observed that the local 
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dealers and exporters are the stockists of different types 
of brasswares and supply their goods not only to different 
cities but also abroad. 
The direct exports by deai< of Vara-nasi are not 
very significant. Since Mirzapuc is confined to the 
production of domestic brr-sswd" es, the manufacturers sell 
about half of their products direct to the dealers either 
local or out side who approach them for making purchases. 
At Jalesar artisans are also poor to market their products 
themselves. Therefore, aboiit half in the majority of 
local dealers are engaged in the marketing of their 
products. They purchase '.he products from the 
manufacturers and supply to the dealers of brassware in 
other parts of the country. Other centres of brasswares 
in the state are not very significant and their marketing 
system is confined to the sales in local markets directly 
to the consumers. 
This process of mark' ing ))rasswares is easy in 
nature and convenient to the nanuf^ict-urers but not totally 
free from defects. The weaknesses of this process are 
given below: 
(i) Under this syst'^m tlTi artisans and sui^ ill 
manufacturers arc not given the proper pri'"'^  
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of their products. They are corapelled to 
offer their products to these dealers and 
exporters at marginal profit, 
(ii) The artisans are in no way better than the 
hired labour because they have to work under 
condition fav'<urab]e to these exporters. 
2. Sales by Middlemen 
Middlemen play an j.inf'Ort-nn' role in tho marketing 
of brassware products. Actually, these arc commission 
agents who contact the manufacturers and sale their 
products to dealers on commission basis. On the other 
hand they contact the dealers and book their requirements 
for supply from the manufacturers and charge commission 
from both the parties. This system of marketing of 
brasswares is much popular at Moradabad and Mirzapur. 
This system of marketing has the following demerits: 
(i) The middlemen charge the commission from both 
the parties, it increases the selling price 
and decrcanes the margin of profit to the 
manufacturers. 
(ii) These middlemen sometrnes provide finances and 
raw materials tc f.ic manufacturers at very 
high prices. 
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3 S a l e s by Cooperative Marketing Societies 
The cooperative marketing societies are also set up 
to market the different types of products. But the 
development of such societJes has not been of much 
significance in the Brassware industry. We do not find 
any cooperative marketing society at any other centres of 
brassware except at Moradabad and Varanasi. 
The Brassware industry being the cottage industry, 
the manufacturers are confined to work at their houses. 
Consequently the spirit of mutual cooperation has not 
crept in among them. 
4- Sales through Individual Export Houses 
The individual Export Houses play a dynamic role in 
boosting up the sales of brasr's''a>-'--»,s. It is ]'^arnt that 
about 25 well established oxiiorl js mostly corrumand and 
regulate the export markets. They have frequent contacts 
with foreign buyers. They obtain samples and designs from 
the overseas buyers and get them produced by the local 
artisans and, supply the brasswares to the best of their 
satisfaction. Since these export houses have direct 
contacts with foreign buyers, they export brasswares and 
get export incentives in return easily. In fact, the role 
of these export houses in promoting the exports of 
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brassvvares can not be under rated to any other export 
trading organisation. 
In order to give impatus to exports of brasswares, 
the government should further make efforts and encourage 
the small Karkhanedars by providing necessary assistance 
and guidance to undertake exports of brasswares of the 
state. 
5. Marketing Institutions 
During the last one and half decade there has been 
a significant rise in the internal and external demand for 
the brasswares. Consequently the government has been 
active in this regard and set up a number of institutions 
for the marketing of those products either directly or 
indirectly. Following are the institutions which are 
engaged in the marketing of these products: 
(i) All India Handicrafts Board 
All India Handicrafts Board has been set up by the 
government of India with the object to providing all sorts 
of facilities for the smooth and proper development of all 
the handicrafts. The board has been doing all possible 
efforts for the development of the brasswares. Though the 
board does not market the brasswares directly, it provides 
such facilities which are helpful to the manufacturers and 
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exporters of brasswares in marketing their products. They 
are as follows: 
(a) With the object of collecting information 
regarding Brassware industry, the board has set 
up its branch office at Moradabad. It studies 
the demand for various types of items in 
different markets and collects the information 
of markets in India and out side India and 
supplies it to the manufacturers. 
(b) The board provides assistance to the artisans 
in pricing their prodiicts on the basis of their 
artistic value and finding out suitable markets 
for them. 
(c) The board organises a number of exhibitions for 
the display and publicity of different types of 
handicrafts at important places of the country. 
The brasswares are given proper place in such 
exhibitions. Besides, the board also takes 
part in the exhibitions organised out side the 
country and brasswares along with other 
handicrafts are sent there. 
(ii) Handicrafts and Handloom Export Corporation 
This corporation has be on set up with the object of 
promoting the exports of Indian Handicrafts and Handloom 
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including the brasswares of U.P. which have large export 
potentialities abroad. In order to project a good image 
of India's craftsmanship in foreign countries, the 
corporation has set up show rooms at Paris, New York, and 
Nairobi. 
(ill) U.P. Export Corporation, Kanpur 
The government of Uttar Pradesh has set up the U.P. 
export corporation at Kanpur with the object of promoting 
the exports of state handicrafts. The corporation is also 
functioning as the handicrafts marketing organisations in 
the state. It concentrates more on internal and export 
marketing of brasswares. It procures the brasswares 
either from U.P. State Brassware Corporation Ltd. 
Moradabad or direct from artisans and Karkhanedars. 
(iv) U.P. State Brassware Corpo7-ation Ltd. Moradabad 
The government of Uttar Pradesh has set up the U.P. 
State Brassware Corporations Ltd. at Mordabad in 1974, 
which started functioning since November 1974. The 
Corporation has been doing foll'-iwing services for the 
marketing of the brassv;ares: 
(a) Sales of CotporaI .ion 
Except articles of v^'-- 'r.r'g.-is for the purpose of 
sampling, the corporation gets its own goods manufactured. 
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It has direct contacts wi t?i U.F. Handicrafts, U.P. 
Corporative Associations etc. It studies the marketing 
requirements and conditions of these centres and supplies 
them the samples. After getting the items approved by 
them, it supplies different types of brasswares to them 
from time to time. The following table reveals the 
Corporation's own sales during last three years: 
TABLE No. 2.1 







Source: Data collected by the Research Scholar from U.P. 
State Brassware Corporat i ^ n^s Ltd., Moradabad. 
It is clear from the above table that th.^  marketing 
activities of the corporation are Increasing gradually. 
It has received enough within three years and 
claims total sales of Rs.30.U7 iakhs during the years. 
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(b) Exports of Corporatlcr. 
The Corporation tries to obtain orders from abroad 
for the purpose of exports of brasswares. Such orders are 
procured either through U.P. exporb corporation or through 
its own middlemen. The corporation has appointed its 
middlemen in two countries - one for U.S.A. and the other 
for Saudi Arabia. The corporation is also planning to 
appoint such agents for other European countries soon. 
The agents study the needs of the foreign buyers and 
supply them samples and book orders. The corporations 
execute such orders directly. the following table shows 
corporation's exports of three years: 
TABLE No. 2.2 
(Rs. in lakhs) 
Exports Year 
1987--88 1, .40 
1988--89 1 , .46 
1989--90 0, .11 
2. ,97 
Source: Data collected by the Research Scholar from U.P. 
State Brassware Corporaticn Lud./ Moradabad. 
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It is evident from the above table that the 
corporation has potentials for exports in the coming 
years, as it has received orders from abroad to a 
significant extent and is also executing them in time. 
The corporation made a total export of Rs.2.97 lakhs 
during last three years. 
(c) Marketing Assistance to Manufacturers & Exporters 
The corporation provides marketing assistance to 
small manufacturers and exporters. Small manufacturers 
find themselves in difficulty when they have to supply 
goods directly to foreign buyers because their capital 
remains blocked for months together. To help such 
manufacturers the corporation advances 70 percent of the 
values of goods despatched by the manufacturers against 
firm orders and arranges to collect the sale proceeds 
itself. On receipt of payments ul e corporation receives 
its advances along with interest plup 5 percent servicing 
charges and releases the balance to the suppliers. 
To boost up exports of brasswares, the corporation 
gives pre and post shipment advance against firm orders in 
collaborations with syndicates bank on rnceipt of 
payments, the bank deducts the entire duf-s of the 
corporation and its own as Mrst charge and credits the 
balance to the account of the exporters. 
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(d) Catalogue and Price List 
The corporation has published a catalogue with 
pictures of more than 400 selected brass articles and 
price list for the facility to Inland and foreign buyers. 
The table given below gives the share of marketing 
through each method mentioned above to the total Internal 
and external sales of brasswares of Moradabad. 
TABLE No. 2.3 
MARKETING OF BRASSWARES AT MORADABAD (1990-91) 
(Rs.in lakhs) 
Marketing Channels Sales Percentage to 
total sales 
Direct Sales 10,200 51.00 
Sales by Middlemen 7 , 300 36.50 
Sales by Corporative 
Marketing Societies 
1,539 7.70 





Source: Data collected by the Research Scholar from 
Brasswares Manufacturers/Exporters Associations, 
Moradabad. 
'It is clear from the above table that the marketing 
of brasswares product r> of Moradabad is done either through 
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exporters and dealers or by middlemen. It is obvious from 
the table that the direct sales was made of Rs.10,200 
lakhs whereas the sales by middlemen has been done to the 
tune of Rs.7/3,00 lakhs. The functioning of Cooperative 
Marketing Societies set up for this purpose is quite 
insignificant, the tot/^ '' sales made by the so.:leties is 
Rs. 1, 539 lakhs and the snlrs p'^ -^ forTie through n.P. Stato 
Brassware Corporation has been only of Rs.961 lakhs. It 
is, therefore, concluded that the small manufacturers and 
artisans have to depend upon exporters, dealers and 
middlemen for the marketing of brassware products. 
w_Promotional Techniques 
Promotion is any communicative activity undertaken 
to move forward, a product by informing, persuading and 
influencing buyers to accept, or use the article being 
promoted. Promotion efforts act as powerful tools for 
awakening and stimulating consumei demand for the 
concerned products against keen competi tic*".s. All 
promotional efforts, act as the best means of non-price 
competitions. Brassware Industry of U.P. appears not to 
have made much efforts in respect of popularising and 
boosting up sales of brassv/.. i es. 
participation in International Exhibii-ions & Fairs 
For establishing the reputation of the products in 
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export markets, big manufacturers, exporters as well as 
export houses of the state participate in international 
exhibitions and fairs. They also participate in local and 
national exhibitions and fairs. As a consequence of such 
participations, the popularity and demand for brasswares 
of the state has obviously increased both in domestic as 
well as in foreign markets. 
The U.P. State Brassware Corporations has also been 
participating in domestic and international exhibitions 
and fairs both directly and through the U.P. Export 
Corporations. Besides organising and participating in 
domestic exhibitions at Delhi, Bomaby, Moradabad, Barielly 
etc., it has also participated in international fairs like 
U.S.A., France, West Germany, and Arabian countries. 
Considering the export potentialities of U.P. 
brasswares in the global market, the Trade Fair Authority 
of India needs to organise Indian exhibitions out side the 
country, covering all important markets of the. world, to 
popularise and boost up the sales of brasswares in the 
international market. Keeping :n view the poor capacity 
of artisans and manufacturers to participate in such 
exhibitions and fairs, the Govornment of India should 
itself buy the brasswares tor displaying in different 
exhibitions and fairs to bo organised out side tlie country. 
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The big export houses and manufacturers - exporters 
often keep on visiting foreign buyers for obtaining export 
orders. Some of the manufacturers - exporters have also 
established their branches in the big towns like Delhi, 
Bombay, etc., to directly conduct transactions with 
domestic and foreign buyers. Thus, personal selling is 
quite frequent in the industry. 
Distribution of Gifts 
To stimulate the interest of dealers and retailers, 
manufacturers also offer dealers, that is, a gift for 
retailers for buying certain quantities of goods, and 
premium as a gift for specia.1 display done by a retailor. 
However, no direct gifts are oT^red by the manufacturers 
to the ultimate consumers. 
Show Rooms 
Manufactures of brasswares also undertake direct 
sales to the dealers and consumers through their branches 
and show-rooms established in big towns like Delhi, 
Bomaby, Calcutta etc. This obviously gives them 
apportunity to convince and persuade the byers and 
increase the volume of 
Packing 
The importance of pacJ-'ing in relation to export 
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effects of the country can not be over emphasised. It is 
very much essential that packing standard of India should 
watch the standard required by the sophisticated markets, 
which can effectively compete with packaged products from 
the competing countries. It is also very important that 
the materials and devices used in packing the brasswares 
should be such such that they ensure safe transit of 
export articles. 
Despite long experience, the trade has not realised 
the importance of appropriate and attractive packing. The 
articles for shipment are usually wrapped in paper. In 
view of the fact that most of the brasswares are sold as 
gift wares, it is essential that the wares be sold in 
suitably designed boxes of card board, wood or plastic 
boxes and whereever appropriate, lined v/ith cloth and 
stuffed with cotton or jute. The cost of packing in being 
far below than that of the importing countries, packing 
for export promises substantial possibilities for 
exapanding trade. 
It was observed that good wood was not being used 
with the result that thf5 boxes sometimes broke resulting 
in shortage and complaints. It was also gathered that the 
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prices of paper had risen considerably causing concerned 
to the trade, since the increase in packing cost has 
raised export prices. 
Considering the exhisting deficiencies in the 
standards of packing and safe transit, the Indian 
Institute of packing should hold training programme in 
U.P. in order to keep exporters abreast with the latest 
packing techniques. 
Advertising 
Advertising is concerned with presenting the 
information about the product in such a way that it 
touches the buying motives of the potential customers 
situated far and wide. It involves the use of such media 
like magazines, direction and references, nev/spapers, 
calendars, T.V. etc. 
Advertisement on modern lines for marketing the 
brasswares is almost non-existence except for some well 
established firm, no attention has been given towards this 
important way of demand Ci-caLion:, method by the majority 
of the producers. The personal selling is quite frequent 
in the brassware industry. This is, perhaps, due to the 
established reputation of brasswares V'/ithin and out side 
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the country and largely due to the ready availability of 
distributional channels as well as the personal selling 
practices followed by the manufacturers^ 
Surveys and Preferences of Buyers 
Considering the keen coippetition in respect of 
brasswares in the international market, it becomes 
imperative on the part of exporters to undertake consumer 
surveys and identified their preferences as to the 
quality, shape, size, and design. It is rather difficult 
for the individual exporters to carry out survey abroad, 
the U.P. Exports Corporations and other agencies should 
increasingly assist this overwhelming export oriented 
industry by undertaking the survey and their relevant 
information with regard to consumer preference in respect 
of brassware items to exporters so that we may expand our 
export markets out side the country by innovations and 
developing our products in accordance with the expectation 
of our existing potential customers in the global market. 
Individual exporters of Brassware industry visiting 
the foreign countries, can also gather a lot of 
information regarding tlie tastes and preferences of 
foreign buyers. To ensure maximum consumer's satisfaction 
its necessary for expanding our exporters of brassware in 
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the world market, continuous information of realistic 
information in respect of consumers changing tastes has 
become imperative with emergence of buyers market an 
increasing competitions. If we have to promote the 
exporters of our brasswares abroad in a big way, it is, 
therefore, essential on the part of individual/exporters 
as well as the Government agencies created for export 
promotion purposes to look into the matter seriously. 
Design Development 
The Brassware industry of U.P. usually made 
traditional designs. One of the main points for 
development of successful trade of this article is its 
faithfulness to the unique and highly distingushed line of 
traditional designs and shapes of Brasswares. The 
'Aftobas' in traditional designs still continues to be at 
the top of items in demand. However, of late, trend far 
making brassware in modern designs is visible. ^ So far as 
the introduction of new designs is concerned, the 
exporters mostly depend upon their customers and copy the 
design sent by them for commercial production against 
specific orders. Gonf^rrilly, the importer stipulates that 
the particular design, which he placas against order, will 
not be produced for sale by any other party. The 
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exporters of brasswares ke -p on changing the shape and 
design of the articles to the tastes of the foreign 
buyers. Thus, there is a need to adopt the traditional 
designs to modern needs and preferences. 
The Design and Technical Development Centre of All 
India Handicrafts Borad headed by a designer has hot been 
able to provide much help to the Brassware industry of 
U.P. in respect of design development. The U.P. State 
Brassware Corporation Ltd. tried to give this service to 
this industry by collecting new smap]es and- designs from 
the central Design centre, New Delhi run by All India 
Handicrafts Board, and form the central Design Centre of 
the State Department of industries, Lucknow. The efforts 
of the U.P. State Brassware Corporation have also not 
yielded encouraging results in respect of design 
development. Thus, the designing activity in relation to 
the size of the industry has been quite negligible. 
In view of the sizeable exports of brasswares and 
the ability of the industry to withstand competition in 
foreign markets, it is considered highly desirable to 
intensify design development aiming at the adaptation of 
the line of goods presently being produced to articles of 
modern use. It is therefore, indispensable to establish a 
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well equipped design extc-isir^ i Centre in U.P. to cater to 
specific needs consumers acrording to their changing 
tastes. In this connection, the aforesaid, organisations 
at Central and State level can play a vital role by the 
support of the government. 
Quality Control 
It becomes inevitable for the manufacturers of 
brasswares to keep continuous watch over the quality of 
the products in this era or growing competition not only 
for capturing new markets bvt also for maintaining the 
existing marketsHowever, presently there is no quality 
control in the brassware industry of U.P. The quality 
marking centre set up by the Govt, of U.P. is not looking 
after the brassware industry. They have testing 
facilties, only for tin plating to check lead content on 
tin plated ^ticles. so, this centre is not playing any 
developmental role in U.P. Keeping in view the sizeable 
export sales and export l^oL'^ ntial of Brassware industry of 
U.P., it is necessary on the part of the state government 
to cover the brassware industry under the quality marking 
scheme. The brasswares may bf i..isppcted by the quality 
marking centre in U.P. at various stciges of production and 
finally after the complecion of the whole article, 
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according to the prescribed specifications. The principal 
tests, as per prescribed specifications by the quality 
marking Centre, may comprise of material test, scraping 
test, surface test, Joint test, engraving test and 
lacquering test. 
Quality control programme must start with control 
of quality of raw materials. There is no organisation for 
controlling and testing the composition of materials used 
by the brassware industry. Further, process inspection 
and quality control is only visual. The products are 
rejected in process when the defects appear on the face, 
and they can not be removed. The foreign buyers are very 
much quality conscious and a little defect in finishing on 
the article causes its rejection^ 
There is a tendency among a few manufacturers to 
increase the properties of zinc and reduce the properties 
of copper as the later is relatively costlier so as to 
offer the products at very compatitive prices. This has, 
however, resulted in complaints from importers and has 
also adversly affected the qi:ality reputations of Indian 
brasswares in foreign countries. This requires to be 
looked into, if wider markets of quality brasswnres are to 
be captured. Therefore, suitable chemical test may be 
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made by the Inspection Department of the Quality marking 
Centre of U.P. Government in U.P. The manufacturers 
ofbrasswares may be pursuaded by the state government to 
adhere to the prescribed specifications with regard to 
their tests by introducing such regulations as would 
prohibit recommendation of the Export Sections for 
issuance of import licenses to these exporters, who do not 
accept membership of the quality marking scheme. The state 
government may also refuse quota to such establishments, 
who do not subscribe the scheme. In order to improve 
quality and standard of brasswares, the voluntary 
associations of all the manufacturers - exporters in U.P. 
should also frame and enforce a code of business conduct 
among its members besides its other activities. 
From the above discussion of Marketing strategies 
in the Brasswares industry of U.P. we are in a position to 
draw the conclusions that the marketing of brasswares is 
comparatively more severe than in other organised 
industry. Poor artisans and Karkhanedar depend upon local 
dealers, exporters and middlemen for this purpose. By 
and large, the small manufacturers being illiterate or 
poorly educated are ignorant about various export 
incentives offered by the go^-ernnr it of India. Mostly 
they are incapable to avail the benefits of exports, 
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obviously, creation of export conscious and persuation of 
marketing concept is important for boosting up the exports 
of brasswares. 
The distribution channels of marketing the articles 
of the brasswares in the state are made by direr-t sales by 
the manufacturers themselves, direct sales to d-^alers and 
direct sales to exporters. thf^  major salr T of tho 
products are made direct to i he local de-;lcrs and 
exporters. Since the small manufacturers engaged in the 
manufacturing are always short of finance, they have to 
approach local dealers and exporters of brassn-ares with 
their samples requesting them to give order for the 
brasswares which they manufacture. 
Middlemen also play an important role in the marketing of 
brassware products. Actually there are commission agents 
who contact -the manufacturers and '--eLl their products to 
dealers on commission basis. Thi - sistem of marketing of 
brasswares is much popular at Moroni :vid and Mirzapur. 
iBesides these, the Coop-^-p L j nmr]-;fM i ra sociGti^'S arf^  s« L 
up to market the different typos of producLs. The 
individual export hoiases play a dynaTiic role in boosting 
up the sales of brasswares. Tl'^  & h o u r c s have frequent -
i 
contacts with foreign buyers ho All Tni"<ia Handi craf: 
Board, Handicrafts and Ilandlooin export Corporations and 
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U.P. Export Corporations, Kanpur has been set up with 
the object of promoting the exports of Indian Handicrafts 
including the brasswares of U.P. v/hich have large export 
potentialities abroad. 
The U.P. State Brassware Corporation Ltd. 
Moradabad, has also direct contacts with U.P. Handicrafts 
and U.P. Cooperative Association etc. The Corporation 
supplies different types of brasswares to them from time 
to time. The corporation also tries to obtained orders 
from abroad for the purpose of exports of brasswares. 
Such orders are procured either through U.P. Export 
Corporations or through its own middlemen. The Brassware 
Corporation provides marketing assistance to small 
manufacturers and exporters. Small manufacturers find 
themselves in 'difficulty when they nave to supply goods 
directly to foreign buyers because their capital remains 
blocked for months. To help such manufacturers the 
corporation advances 70 percent of the value of goods 
despatched by the manufacturers against firm orders and 
arrange to collect the sale proceeds itself. the 
corporation also publishes a ratalogue with pictures of 
more than 400 selected brass articles and price list for 
the facility to Inland and foreign buyers. 
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Price plays a very significant role in the economic 
system, it is considered to be the key activity of a firm. 
The duty of the marketing manager is to decide the 
objectives of pricing before he determines the price 
itself. Pricing objectives provide guidance to decision 
makers in formulating price oolicies, planning pricing 
strategies and setting actual prices. 
When we talk of international marketing of our 
brassares, it is realy a complex and challenging activity 
in todays steep competition in international market. 
Pricing of the products will have to be determined often 
by careful study of "the requirements of the market of 
brasswares. The prices have to be very competitive in 
huge consumptions markets like U.S.A., Canada and Gulf 
countries etc. We must also bear in mind that the 
competitions from countries like Taiwan, South Korea, Hong 
Kong, Japan is continues and in order to achieve the 
target we must plan well in advirr^ f^  to keep up the price 
in line with the international market situations. 
With a view to establish the reputations of their 
products in export markets abroad, manufacturers 
exporters are reported to participate in international 
exhibitions and fairs. Scrac mor uf acturers inr' export 
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houses have also opened their show rooms and branch 
offices in big cities like Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta etc. 
for attracting foreigners. 
Despite the long experience, the industry has not 
realised the significance of attractive packing. Since 
most of the brasswares produced are sold as gift wares, 
they should be packed in suitably designed boxes of card 
board. Consdering the existing deficiencies is the 
standard of packing, the Indian Institute of packing 
should hold training programmes in U.P. 
The Design and Technical Development Centre of All 
India Handicrafts Board headed by a designer has not been 
able to provide such help to the Brassware industry of 
U.P. Some attempts have been made by the U.P. State 
Brassware Corporation in rendering this service to the 
industry by collecting new samples and designs from 
various sources like Central Design Centre, New Delhi, the 
Central Design Centre, Lucknow etc. In view of the 
sizable export of brasswares and the ability of the 
industry to with stand competition in foreign markets, it 
is highly desirable to intensify the design development 
activities by establishing a w'-'ll equipped Design 
Extension Centre in U.P. 
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There is no quality control in respect of 
brasswares. The quality marking centre of the U.P. 
Government is not looking after the brassware industry and 
is not playing any developmental role. Keeping in view 
the significance of quality control for maintaining the 
existing foreign markets as well as for capturing the new 
ones - it is imperative on the part of the state 
government to cover this industry under the quality 
marking scheme. the quality marking centre of U.P. 
government should therefore, be upgraded with additional 
testing facilities and should be entrusted towards the 
testing of raw materials at all stages of manufacturing of 
brasswares. 
CHAPTER - IV 
EXPORT PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIALITIES 
INDUSTRY OF U.P. 
OF BRASSWARE 
EXPORT PERFORMANCE AND POTSI-ITTALITIES OF BRASSWARE 
INDUSTRY OF IJ.P. 
India has been famous all over the v/orld for its 
handicrafts and artistic work since time immemorial. 
During the Moghul period Indian Art metal were get 
international reputation for the work of engravement. 
Moghul emperors presented such items to their friends 
abroad and as such it created demand for Indian brass 
items in other countries. During the reign of Moghuls 
India exported the items of fancy brass arts and there was 
enough demand for Farshi, Hukka, Surahi etc. in almost all 
the Muslim countries of the world. 
The export frontier has come to acquire a vital 
significance in the given struggle for achievement of 
rapid growth of Indian economy. On the basis of past 
experience it has been well understood that foreign 
exchange resources, play a crucial part in providing much 
needed inputs for economic development of a country like 
India. In view of the present state of unemployment and 
capital scarcity, special attention needs to be given for 
the expansion and development- of ""obour intensive export 
oriented industries. Brassware industry of the state has 
earned international reputation over last decades and has 
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presently emerged as a potential source of foreign 
exchange for the country. Brassware industry of U.P. 
among other Indian handicrafts industries has come up as a 
major foreign exchange earner and it should not be allowed 
to diminish. It is the speciality with th.i s industry 
alone that the export mainly depends upon the hand work of 
the craftsmen who are engaged day and night in 
manufacturing and introducing new designs and patterns 
which suit the market of every country in the world. 
Although, brasswares were exported to foreign countries 
during the period of Mughul empires but the real break 
through in the era of India's export is attributed to a 
series of exhibitions, specially the British Empire 
Exhibition held in the U.K. in 1924^, which gave impetus 
to exports of brasswares from the state to U.K., and 
consequently the brasswares were popularised across the 
2 atlantic among Americans and in the global markets. 
With the dawn of independence, the industry made 
rapid strides in exports as a consequence of the helping 
hand forwarded by the government of India to the exporters 
in one way or the other. Moreover, it was attempted by 
the government to enlarge the export consignment of 
1. All India Handicrafts Board, Planning & Research 
Section, New Delhi. 
2. Ibid. 
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brasswares to the existing markets, specially in European, 
West Asian and African countries. Despite many 
bottlenecks, continuous efforts on the part of the 
government and exporters have led to constant expansion of 
export trade in brasswares. During the recent past, the 
Brassware industry of the state has made a siz<-^ ble a dent 
in the export, not only in terms of value and volume but 
also in the range of its products. 
Following table displays the contribution by 
brassware exports in total export of India: 
TABLE 3.1 
CONTRIBUTION OF BRASSWARE EXPORT IN TOTAL EXPORT OF INDIA 
(Rs.in lakhs) 
Year Brassware Export Total Exports of India %age 
1980-81 5,767.80 6,71,000.71 0.85 
1981-82 7,668.56 7,80,500.91 0.98 
1982-83 6,538.60 8,80,300.36 0.74 
1983-84 9,045.31 9,77,000.71 0.92 
1984-85 11,157.28 11,74,300.68 0.95 
1985-86 10,284.11 10,89,400.59 0.94 
1986-87 9,953.57 12,45,100.95 0.70 
1987-88 6,435.50 15,74,100.23 0.40 
1988-89 11,245.48 20,29,500.15 0.55 
1989-90 13,000.81 19,25,400.85 0.67 
1990-91 23578.36 32,55,534.03 0.72 
Source: Data collected by 
India Handicrafts 
Section, New Delhi. 
the Research Scholar 




The pregoing table shows the share of brassware 
exports vis-a-vis India's export. 
The table reveals that during the year 1980-81, the 
Export of brasswares was Rs.5767.80 lakhs, which rose to 
23,578.36 lakhs in 1990-91, registering an increase of 
308.79 percent. Over 1980-81, on the other hand the total 
Export of India crossed from 6,71,000.71 lakhs in 1980-81 
to Rs.32,55,334.03 lakhs in 1990-91 registering an 
increase of 385.14 percent. 
The table further reveals that the share of 
brassware exports in India's total exports during the year 
1980-81 was 0.85 percent which rose to 0.98 in 1981-82, 
but again in 1982-83 the share of brassware export in 
India's total export decreased and it was 0.74 percent 
from subsequent year 1983-84. The share of brassware 
export in total export of India started increasing and it 
was 0.95 percent during the year 1984-85. But again since 
1985-86, the share of brassware export in total exports of 
India started declining and it was 0.40 percent during the 
year 1987-88. Again from the subsequent year 1988-89, the 
share of brassware exports to the total exports of India 
started incresing and it was 0.72 percent duriny the year 
1990-91. 
Ill 
On the basis of above interpretation we can say 
that although the share of brassv/are exports in India's 
total export is below 1.00 percent, yet keeping its size 
and the constraints which this industry is facing the 
share is not too bad. This industry has a good potential 
and the share of brasswares exports in India's total 
exports could be increased to agreat extent but for this 
I 
the industry needs a special attention from the 
government. 
The performance of brassware exports of U.P. during 
the last decade is displayed by the following table: 
TABLE NO. 3.2 
TOTAL EXPORTS OF BRASSWARES 
Year Value of Exports 




1981-82 7,668,56 ( + ) 32.95 
1982-83 6,538.60 ( - ) 14.73 
1983-84 9,045.31 ( + ) 10.67 
1984-85 11,157,28 ( + ) 23.35 
1985-86 10,284.11 ( - ) 7.83 
1986-87 9,953.57 ( - ) 3.21 
1987-88 6,435.50 . ( - ) 3.53 
1988-89 11,245.48 ( + ) 74.74 
1989-90 13,000.81 ( + ) 15.61 
1990-91 23,578.36 ( + ) 81.36 
Source: Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 

























The table high • lights that the export of the 
industry in 1980-81 stood as 5,767.80 lakhs, where in 
1981-82, the total export went up to Rs.7, 668. 56 lakhs 
making an increase of 32.95 percent over the previous 
year. But during the period of 1982-83 there has been ' a 
decline in the export and it reduced to Rs.6,538.60 lakhs 
as compared to previous year, a decrease of 14.73 percent. 
The reason behind this fall in export -was the -worst 
communal riot in Moradabad District which almost crippled 
Moradabad's famous Brassware industry. But in the 
following year the law and order situation improved and 
the industry has shown recovery and in the year, 1983-84, 
the Export rose from Rs.6538.60 lakhs in 1982-83 to 
Rs.9045.31 lakhs, an increase of 10.67 percent. 
Similarly, in 1984-85, the export of brassware items 
increased from Rs.9045.31 lakhs in 1983-84 to Rs.11154.28 
lakhs in 1984-85, an increase of 23.35 percent. 
But in 1985-86, 1986-87 and 1987-88, the txport 
performance of the industry remain'-d very poor. In these 
consecutive three years the export shows a decline trend 
of 7.83 percent, 3.21 percent and 3.53 percent over the 
previous year. This situations was due to various 
a 
reasons. After the assissination of our Late, Prime 
Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi the political instability 
large looms over the country. The raw material price was 
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sky rocke'-ted, the power problem has gone from bad to the 
worst, aprat from this the world demand was also not 
encouraging, at the same time the world competition also 
became more intense. 
In the subsequent year, 1988-89, the industry 
recovered very \\?ell and exports grew to Rs. 11245 .48 lakhs 
as compared to Rs.6435.50 lakhs in 1987-88 which indicates 
that the exports impressively went up to 74.74 percent 
over the previous year. 
Although, export during 1989-90 increased, but the 
increases was merely 15.61 percent over the previous year, 
as the export of brassv/ares items rose from 11245 .48 lakhs 
in 1988-89 to Rs.13000 .81 lakhs in 1989-90. 
In the subsequent year 1990-91, the exports of 
brassware items registered an impressive increase of 81.36 
percent over the previous year, the export rose from 
13000.81 lakhs to 23,578.36 lakhs. At last, we can say 
that during these ten years there has not been a uniform 
pattern of growth in exports of brasswares. At the same 
time in 1982-83, 1985-86, 1986-87 and 1987-88, the growth 
rate of exports was negative, but it was marginal fall, 
the reason for the fall in growth rate in the year 1982-83 
was the worst communal riots in Moradabad. And the reason 
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for the fall of exports in the year 1985-86, 1986-87 and 
1987-88 may be the change in Export Policy, at that time 
the finance Minister was Mr. V.P. Singh and from the year 
1985-86, he made export policy (or Lhree years, earlier it 
was the practi ce, that export pel ' c.y was made only for one 
year. This may be the reason for the fall in growth rate 
of exports of brasswares. 
During the last three years, i.e., 1988-89, 
1989-90, 1990-91 the growth rate of export was very 
impressive, and if these trends continue the future of 
exports of Brassware industry of U.P. is very bright. 
Country wise Exports 
At present, the brasswares of U.P. are being 
exported to more than hundred countries of different 
economic regions. Our articles are being demanded both by 
developed as well as developing countries. Among the 
developed countries are U.S.A., France, U.K., U.S.S.R., 
Canada, Australia, West Germnay etc. Among developing 
countries, Saudi Arabia, U.A.E., Kuvv/ait, Iran, Libya, 
Nigeria, Tanzania, Hong Kong etc. a-^ e our customers. 
Table 3.3. shows the country wise exports of 
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The brassware industry is constantly finding 
increasing acceptability in foreign markets. In fact, 
India stands in a position to co;npete with rival countries 
as she possesses good resources potential. Moreover, 
global developments such as rising trend in the production 
cost of principal competing countries and the development 
boom particularly in the developing countries of the Gulf 
and Middle East region, provide us opportunity to minimize 
the impediments and boost up exports of brasswares from 
the state. 
In addition to Pakistan, which is manufacturing the 
same quality of brasswares as a consequence of migrations 
of artisans from India. Taiwan, South Korea, Janan, Hong 
Kong etc. are our competitors in the field of 
intranational trade in brasswares. 
We are exporting our brassware to more than hundred 
countries, as v;e mentioned earlier. By far, U.S.A. is the 
largest importer of brasswares followed by Saudi Arabia, 
U.K., U.S.S.R., Canada, Australia, West Germany and 
France. 
Regional Trends in Exports 
The regional trends in exports of brasswares from 
U.P. reveals that the "i "-gest share of our exports is 
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being acquired by American and European regions. While 
Asian and African regions rank third and fourth among our 
customers. Table S.4 shows the regional trends in exports 
of brasswares for the decade 1980-81 to 1989-90. 
It may be observed from the table 3.4 that the 
largest share of the export of the brassware from U.P. 
until 1981-82 was being exported to the European Region^, 
there after the American Region took the lead, which 
indicates the development of brassware industry, and the 
acceptability for its products in this region. The 
European region imparted the brassware worth 4, 467.12 
lakhs during the year 1989-90. All the member countries 
of this region are the prominent customers of the 
brasswares from U.P. The other European countries also 
show an upward trend in imports during the period. The 
phenomenal expansion in export of brasswares to these 
countries may chiefly be ascribed to the liberal bilateral 
trade and payment agreements entered into with these 
countries by the government of India. 
Exports of brasswares from U.P. to the American 
2 Region have also witnessed an unceasing upv/ard trend in 
European Region include C'-^ u'^ tiios - Belgium, France, 
West Germany Italy, Nr'norlands, Denmark, U.K., 
Sv;eedan, Switzerland, U.S.S.P., Norway, Poland, 
Hungry, Yogoslavia, Romania. 
American Region include countries - U.S.A., Canada, 
Argentina, Brazil, Columbia, Cuba, Mexico, Peru, 
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terms of value and volume both. Export to this region has 
increased from Rs.1,738,44 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.7,283.20 
lakhs in 1989-90. The two countries U.S.A. and Canada 
prove to be the most prominent markets for our brasswares 
in the American region. So, concertp-d efforts are, 
therefore, needed by the brassware exporters to exploit 
the hitherto neglected markets in the American region. 
The share of Asian Region^ in imports of brassware 
from U.P. has been remarkable. Exports of brassware from 
U.P. to Asian countries have increased from Rs.808.50 
lakhs in 1980-.81 to Rs.954.21 lakhs in 1989-90. While 
the export performance was good in 1984-85 where as the 
export has been made to these countries in the same year 
of worth Rs.1,774.67 lakhs which is most satisfactory. 
Gulf and Middle East countries in Asia have emerged as 
important buyers of brasswares from U.P. Australia, Hong 
Kong, Japan, Malaysia, and Singapore are also the major 
importers of Brasswares among these countries. Efforts 
should bo made to further puch up our exports to these 
promising market in this region. 
1. Asia Region include connti.ies - Australia, Hong Kong, 
Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Nepal, New Zealand, 
Bangladesh, Philipines, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
South Korea, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Lebanon, Yemen. 
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Although, the African Region^ has registered the 
exports of Rs.228.32 lakhs in 1980-81 to Rs.295.68 lakhs 
in 1989-90, yet we have not been able to make a greater 
dent in this region. This is, perhaps, because of the 
hesitations of our exporters to enter an economically less 
developed region and the fear to recover payments. 
However, we are gradually pushing up our exports in the 
African region and it is hoped that with the passage of 
time and understanding between the exporters and 
importers, the brassware will find increasing 
acceptability in this region. 
Infact, Kenya, Ethopia, Mauratius, Algeria, 
Nigeria, U.A.E., Tanzania, Sudan and Zambia have great 
potentialities for our brasswares in the African Region. 
Table No. 3.5 shows the percentage share of 
different economic regions in the exports of our 
brasswares from 1980-81 to 1989-90. 
Table 5 gives a view of the regional trends of 
export trade in brasswares of U.P. It may be observed 
from the table that the percentage share of the American 
region in imports of our brass\s?ares is recording a rising 
1. African Region include countries - Algeria, Ethopia, 
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trend from 1980-81. While th. percentage share of 
European region in our export of brasswares has been 
showing a declining trend from 1981-82 though it witnessed 
an upward trend in 1980-81. Similarly, in comparison to 
the percentage share of Asian Region, the exports of 
brasswares have recorded a declining and rising trend 
during the succeeding years. Like wise, African Region 
also witnessed variation in imports of our brasswares over 
the years. It may be noted from the table that more than 
70 to 80 percent of brasswares exported from U.P. are 
being absorbed by the American and European Region alone. 
Table No. 3.6, presents the marginal growth of 
exports of brasswares during the period 1980-81 to 1989-90 
In 1980-81, the total exports of Brassware industry 
of U.P. stood Rs.4,826.31 lakhs, whereas during 1981-82, 
the total exports of the industry were upto Rs.6,654.23 
lakhs and with marginal growth of Rs.1,827.92 lakhs. The 
view if corroborated by 37.87 percent marginal growth rate 
in the same year over the previous year. 
During 1982-83, there were Ps..S_,614.83 lakhs out of 
the Rs.(-)1,039.40 lakhs in the Hransware industry. Where 
the marginal growth rate is dec.1 ined to (-) 15. Ci2.percent. 
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TABLE NO. 3.6 
MARGINAL GROWTH OF EXPORTS IN BRASSWARE INDUSTRY OF U.P. 
1980-81 to 1989-90 
(EXPORTS TO TEN SELECTED COUNTRIES) 
(Lakhs Of Rupees) 





1980-81 4826.31 - — 
1981-82 6654.23 1827.92 37.87 
1982-83 5614.83 (-) 1039.40 (-)15.62 
1983-84 7896.91 2282.08 40.64 
1984-85 9906.79 2009.'88 25.45 
1985-86 9195.26 (-) 711.53 (-) 7.18 
1986-87 8360.66 (-) 834.59 (-) 9.08 
1987-88 4689.41 (-)3671.25 (-)43.91 
1988-89 9200.30 4510.89 96.19 
1989-90 10603.76 1403.46 15.25 
Source: Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Table No. 3.3 
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There has been growth of export decGlerated over the previous 
year. 
The total export went up to Rs.7,896.91 lakhs, and 
it has marginal growth of Rs.2,282.08 lakhs. The marginal 
growth rate of 40.46 percent represents upward trend in 
the level of exports of brasswares than of the previous 
year. 
The industry's export in 1984-85, increased to Rs. 
9,906.79 lakhs including the marginal growth of 2,009.88 
lakhs. The marginal growth rate has also gone up to 25.45 
percent over previous year. 
During the period 1985-86, the total exports were 
Rs.9,195.26 lakhs and decline marginal growth was of 
Rs.(-)711.53 lakhs in this year. Looking at the 
decelerated exports, it repreisents the growth rate of (-) 
7.18 percent over the previous year. 
In 1986-87, the total exports were of Rs.8,360.66 
lakhs out of the marginal growth in decelerated terms to 
Rs.(-)834.59 lakhs. It has been (-)9.08 percent gone down 
wards, which indicates the marginal growth rate 
decelerated than the previous year. 
During 1987-88, there has been insignificant 
decrease in exports of oiasswares. Its total exports were 
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of Rs.4,689.41 lakhs, which represents modest marginal 
growth of exports to Rs.(-)3,671.25 lakhs and marginal 
growth rate of 43.91 percent. 
In the year 1988-89 , there has been significant 
increase in export of brasswares, which stood at the total 
of Rs.9, 200 .30 lakhs with marginal growth of Rs.4,510.89 
lakhs. It represents modest high marginal growth rate of 
96.19 percent than the previous year. 
In 1989-90, there has been total exports of 
Rs.1063.76 lakhs during the year. There has been spurt in 
the marginal growth of exports to Rs.1403.46 lakhs. It 
constitutes the marginal growth rate of 15.25 percent more 
than of the previous year. 
From the foregoing analysts of the export 
performance of the Brassware industry of U.P. and trends 
and directions of export there of, it is evident that the 
industry has recorded a tremendous increase in exports of 
its products in terms of value and volume over the last 
decade, and has never failed to fetch the increasing 
foreign exchange resources for the rc^-nomic development of 
our country. We have covered r''l Lho important countries 
of different economic regions of thf^  world. 
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EXPORT POTENTIALITIES 
The Brassv;are induntry ot U.P., being labour 
intensive cottage industry, has vast potentialities for 
bringing about the steady economic development based on 
local resources and technology. It has genuine promises 
to share the problems oZ wide spread and disguised 
unemployment in the country, and to considerably 
contribute monetary resources for the unretarded economic 
development of our economy. Since the industry is an old 
established one, has gained Internationa] reputation for 
its artistic items over decadc?. It has immense export 
potentialities in the global market, not only for the 
artistic glamour of its product but also because of the 
relatively competitive prices of products offered in the 
international market by other competitive countries. Yet 
substantial potentialities for further boosting up our 
exports of brasswares exist in a number of foreign 
countries, which have remained neglected. Our exporters 
appear not to have made any dent in some Latin American 
countries, where substantial potentialities of our 
brasswares export exist. Similarly some European 
countries also have considerable scope for our brasswares. 
Keeping in view the development boom witnessed in Gulf and 
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Middle East countries, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Iraq, Muscat, 
Oman, Qatar, have great potentialities for our brasswares, 
which still remains neglected. Vast avenues to absorb the 
brassware also exist in a number of African countries. 
The Export potentialities of Brassware industry of 
U.P. can be well analysed with the help of the following 
tables: 
TABLE No. 3.7 
EXPORT POTENTIAL OF BRASSWAkES IN U .S.A. 
Year Value of Exports 
(Lakhs of Rupees) 
Growth Rate 
1980-81 1548.08 -
1981-82 2759.06 78.22 
1982-83 2611.47 ( - ) 5.34 
1983-84 4598.21 76 
1984-85 5945.98 29.31 
1985-86 5309.94 ( - ) 10.69 
1986-87 5112.21 ( - ) 3.72 
1987-88 1970.48 ( - ) 61.45 
1988-89 5188.04 163.28 
1989-90 6J12."7 17.82 
Annual Average growth rate 44.58 
Source: Computed and compiloc^ by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No.II. 
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The table indicates the exports of brassware to 
U.S.A. from U.P. since 1980-81 to 1989-90. The table also 
reveals the year wise growth rate and also average growth 
rate. 
The table shows that in the year 1981-82, the rate 
of growth of export to U.S.A. was 78.22 percent. In the 
subsequent year 1982-83 the growth rate was negative i.e. 
(-) 5.34 percent. In 1983-84 the export registered an 
impressive growth rate of 76 percent. In 1984-85/ the 
growth rate was merely 29.3] percent and in next three 
years i.e. 1985-86, 1986-87, 1987-88, there was a negative 
growth rate i.e. (-) 69.00 percent, (-) 3.72 percent and 
(-) 61.45 percent respectively. In the year 1988-89, the 
industry recovered and registered the highest growth rate 
i.e. 163.28 percent. In the year 1989-90, the export, 
growth rate was merely 17.82 pcrcent. 
The table indicates that from 1985-86 to 1987-88 
there was fall in the growth rate of exports. The reason 
for this may be, that in 1985-86 Mr. V.P. Singh was the 
Finance Minister, and he made export policy for three 
years, earlier it was the practice that the export policy 
was made for only one year. As a result the exporters 
might have faced problems in adjusting in accordance with 
the export policy. 
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The Annual Average growth rate was 44.58 percent. 
The above table shows that our exports to U.S.A. do not 
enjoy a constant growth rate. As U.S.A. is one of the 
major importers of our brassware items, so, we must take 
appropriate actions in order to capture the U.S.A. market 
in a big way as U.S.A. market is t> good potential market 
for our brasswre products. 
TABLE NO. 3.8 
EXPORTS OF BRASSWARE TO SAUDI ARABIA 
Year Value of Exports 




1981-82 774.54 36.60 
1982-83 841.62 8.66 
1983-84 1061.03 26 
1984-85 903.50 ( -) 14.84 
1985-86 681,43 ( -) 24.57 
1986-87 /II.38 4.39 
1987-88 VM.2 2 ( -) 44.58 
1988-89 362.80 ( -) 7.97 
1989-90 422.82 16.54 
Annual Average growth rate 18.41 
Source: Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Append.'.x No. II. 
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The above table hightlights the exports of 
brassware to Saudi Arabia from 1980-81 to 1989-90. The 
table also shows the year wise rate of growth and average 
rate of growth. 
The table reveals that in the year 1981-82, the 
growth rate was 36.60 percent over hhe previous year. In 
the year 1982-83, the exports growth rate fall down and it 
was 8.66 percent. In the next year 1983-84, the growth 
rate of export increased and went upto 26.00 percent. In 
the year 1984-85, the export growth rate was negative i.e. 
(-) 14.84 percent. Similarly, in 1985-86 exports growth 
rate was, negative i.e. (-)24 .57 percent and in the year 
1986-87, the export growth rate was 4.39 percent but again 
in the year 1987-88 the growth rate was negative i.e. 
(-)44.58 percent. Similarly, in 1988-89, the growth rate 
was negative i.e. (-)7.97 percent, but in the year 
1989-90, the growth rate was 16.54 percent. 
The annual average growth rate was 18.41 percent. 
The table shows that our exports growth rate to Saudi 
Arabia is not encouraging, but as we know that Saudi 
Arabia is a rich oil based economy and the average per 
capita income of Saudi Arabia is v^ry high. Keeping this 
fact in mind the Saudi Market could be a good potential 
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market for our products, and are we required to 
investigate what are the reasons for this poor export 
growth rate to Saudi Arabia. 
TABLE No. 3.9 
• 
BRASSWARE EXPORTS TO U.K • 
Year Value of Exports 
(Lakhs of Rupees) 
Growth Rate 
1980-81 413.59 — 
1981-82 377.88 ( - ) 8.63 
1982-83 319.94 ( - ) 15.33 
1983-84 536.69 67.74 
1984-85 671.08 25 
1985-86 943.18 40.54 
1986-87 477.79 ( - ) 49.34 
1987-88 608.05 27.26 
1988"^>89 1057.11 73.85 
1989-90 1196.86 13.22 
Annual Average growth rate 32 
Source: Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No.II. 
The above table highlights the breassware exports 
to U.K. since 1980-81 to 1989-90 and shows the growth rate 
and average growth rate too. 
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The data set out in the above table shows that 
during the year 1981-82, the .export growth rate was 
(-)8.63 percent over the year 1980-81. Similarly, during 
the year 1982-83, the export growth rate was (-)15.33 
percent, but in the year 1983-84, the export growth rate 
was 67.7 percent in the subsequent year 1984-85, the 
export growth rate fall to 25 percent but again in the 
year 1985-86 the export growth rate rose to 40.54 percent. 
In the year 1986-87, the export growth rate was (-) 49.34 
percent. In the year 1987-88, the export growth rate was 
27.26 percent which rose to 73.85 percent in 1988-89. 
During the year 1989-90, the export growth rate fell to 
13.22 percent. 
The Annual Average growth rate was 32 percent. The 
export growth rate indicates that except 1981-82, 1982-83 
and 1986-87 the export growth rate was positive. Although 
it does not enjoy an upward trend but the over all export 
growth rate was almost satisfactory. As U.K. is among the 
top ten countries for the export of brassware items, we 
must undertake more constructive efforts to tap the U.K. 
markets. 
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TABLE NO. 3.10 
EXPORTS POTENTIAL OF BRASSWARE TO CANADA 
Year Value of Exports Growth 
(Lakhs of Rupees) rate 
1980-81 79.82 -
1981-82 167.90 110.34 
1982-83 241.51 43.84 
1983-84 425.67 76.25 
1984-85 529.39 24.36 
1985-86 434.85 17.85 
1986-87 296.44 ( - ) 31.82 
1987-88 371.85 25.43 
1988-89 410.90 ] 0.50 
1989-90 466.11 13.43 
Annual Average grov/th rate 3 5.38 
Source; Computed and complied by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No.II. 
The above table reveals the export of brasswares to 
Canada, since 1980-81 to 1989-90, also shows the growth 
rate and average growth rate. 
The data in the above table highlights that the 
growth rate of export was good at 110.34 percent during 
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1981-82, that of over the previous year, but it fell do\m 
to 43.84 percent in the year 1982-83 . In the next year 
1983-84, the growth rate of export rose to 76.25 percent 
over the previous year. While again in 1984-85, the 
growth rate fell to 24.36 percent. In the subsequent year 
1985-86, the growth rate was (-)17.85 percent similarly, 
in the next year 1986-87, it was again (-)31.82 percent. 
Whereas during the period 1987-88, the export growth rate 
was 25.43 percent while in the following year 1988-89 it 
fell to 10.50 percent over the previous year. But during 
1989-90 the growth rate rose to 13.43 percent as compared 
to the previous year. 
It is clear from the table that annual average 
growth rate was 35.38 percent. The export growth rate 
indicates that except 1985-86, and 1986-87 which show the 
negative trend, the export growth rate was positive. 
Whereas, the over all growth rate was almost satisfactory 
as the Canada market is a good import potential for our 
brassware articles, but we should n,ake more efforts to 
capture the Canda market for hnost our exports. 
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TABLE NO. 3.11 
EXPORTS OF BRASSWARE TO AUSTRALIA 
Year Value of Exports 




1981-82 146.32 47.70 
1982-83 135.52 { - ) 7.38 
1983-84 195.11 43.97 
1984-85 478.79 145.39 
1985-86 570.57 19.16 
1986-87 514.52 { - ) 9.80 
1987-88 102.13 ( - ) 80.15 
1988-89 191.90 87.89 
1989-90 210.17 9.52 
Annual Average growth rate 45 
Source; Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No.II. 
The above table indicates the exports of brasswares 
to Australia since 1980-81 to 1989-90. 
The table reveals that the export of brassware to 
Australia increased from Rs. 99.06 lakhs in 1980-81 to 
146.32 in 1981-82 registering a growth rate of 47.70 
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percent, but in the subsequent ye?r 1982-83, t ne export 
fell down from 146.32 lakns in .1 981-82 to Rs.135 . 52 lakhs 
in 1982-83, registering a decline in the growth rate 
(-)7.38 percent. But in the next year the export of 
brassware registered a growth rate of 43.97 percent. 
Similarly, in the year 1984-85 the export of brassware 
registered an impressive growth rate of 145.39 percent. 
In 1985-86, the growth rate was merely 19.16 percent over 
the previous year. In 1986-87, export of brassware came 
down and registered a negative growth rate of (-)9.82 
percent. Similarly, in 1987-88, it sharply declined and 
registered a negative growth rate of (-)80.51 percent, but 
in 1988-89, the export increased from Rs.102.13 lakhs in 
1987-88 to Rs. 191.00 lakhs in 1988-89, registering a 
growth rate of 87.89 percent. But again in 1989-90, 
although the export of brassware increased over the 
previous year but merely registered a growth rate of 9.52 
percent, and the annual average growth rate of exports of 
brassware items to Australia was 45 percent. 
On the basis of the above interpretation we can say 
although our performance is not so good but at the same 
time it is also not disheartening. We can increase our 
exports of brassware item.s to Australia in a big way, but 
we required special efforts. 
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TABLE NO. 3.12 
BRASSWARE EXPORTS TO U.R.S.R. 
Year Value of Exports 




1981-82 1227.38 211.20 
1982-83 647.50 ( - ) 47.24 
1983-84 149.94 ( - ) 76.84 
1984-85 442.35 195.00 
1985-86 327.19 { - ) 26.03 
1986-87 451.14 37.88 
1987-88 305.11 ( - ) 32.36 
1988-89 295.13 ( - ) 3.27 
1989-90 211.10 ( - ) 28.47 
Annual Average growth rate 65.82 
Source: Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No. II. 
Table No. 3.12 clearly indicates that except the 
year 1981-82, 1984-85, and 1986-87, when the export of 
brassware to U.S.S.R. registered a growth rate of 211.20 
percent, 195.00 percent and 37.88 percent respectively, 
the grov/th rate for the remaining year i.e. 1 982-83, 
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1983-84, 1985-86, 1987-88, 1988-89 and 1989-90, was 
negative i.e. (-)47.29 percent (-)76.84, (-)2603, 
(-)32.36, (-)3.27 and (-)28.47 percent. 
Although the annual average growth rate of exports 
of brassware items to LJ.S.S.R. is 65.82 percent but our 
performance of export to U.S.S.R. is not at all 
satisfactory and 
we know that U.S.S.R. is no 
more in existence, it is association of independent 
states. It is therefore, imperative for Indian Exporters 
to evolve new strategies in order to tap the market 
potentialities of these markets. 
TABLE NO. 3.13 
EXPORT OF BRASSWARES TO WEST GERMANY 
Year Value of Export 




1981-82 586.06 ( - ) 51.03 
1982-83 312.99 ( - ) 46.13 
1983-84 416.05 32.92 
1984-85 437.53 5.16 
1985-86 357 .1 B ( - ) 18.36 
1986-87 298.45 ( - ) 16.44 
1987-88 344.53 15.45 
1988-89 643.66 86.79 
1989-90 19_.46 
Annual Average Growth Rate 29.17 
Source: Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No.II. 
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The table No. 3.13 reveals that the export of 
brasswares to West Germny was Rs.1186.62 in 1980-81, which 
dropped to 581.06 lakhs in 1981-82, registering a 
declining rate of growth of (-) 51.03 percent over the 
previous year. Similarly, the export fell further in 
1982-83, in comparison to 1982-83 and hence forth again 
registered a declined rate of growth of (-)46.13 percent. 
But in the year 1983-84, the export of brassware items 
registered a growth rate of 32.92 percent. Although in 
the year 1984-85, export of brassware items registered a 
positive growth rate, but it was merely 5.16 percent. In 
the year 1985-86, Export came down again in comparison to 
previous year and registered a low rate of growth of 
{-)18.36 percent. Similarly, in 1986-87, the export 
again wnet down and registered rate of growth of (-)16.44 
percent. 
But since 1987-88, the export of brassware to West 
Germany started increasing and during the year 1988-89 and 
1989-90, the growth rate was 86.79 percent and 19.46 
percent respectively over the previous year, and the 
annual average growth rate of export to West Germany is 
29.17 percent. 
There again, we can say our export performance of 
brassware items to West Germany is not so good as we knew 
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West Germany (Germany) is among the most advanced 
economies of the world and Germany market provides an 
excellent opportunity to top the German market and 
exporters need to take extra efforts as our competiters 
are also very much interested in German market. 
TABLE NO. 3.14 
EXPORTS OF BRASSWARES TO FRANCE 
Year Value of Export 




1981-82 262.14 118.39 
1982-83 252.23 ( - ) 3.78 
1983-84 299.62 18.78 
1984-85 298.95 ( - ) 0.22 
1985-86 284.91 ( - ) 4.69 
1986-87 256.54 ( - ) 9.95 
1987-88 259.35 1.09 
1988-89 550.41 112.22 
1989-90 658.60 19.65 
Annual Average growth rate 28.87 
Source: Computed and compiled by Kcsearch Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No. II. 
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The above table indicates that the export of 
brass,wares to France was Rs.120 .03 lakhs in 1980-81, which 
rose to Rs.262.14 lakhs in 1981-82, registering an 
increase of 118.39 percent over the previous year. But in 
the subsequent year export of brassware dropped from 
Rs.262.14 in 1981-82 to Rs.252.23 in 1982-83, registering 
a negative rate of growth of (-)3.78 percent. Tn 1983-84 
the exports increased over previous year and registered a 
growth rate of 18.78. But again since 1984-85 the exports 
of brasswares started falling down in the following three 
years, i.e. 1984-85, 1985-86 and 1986-87, the exports 
registered a negative rate of growth year i.e. (-)0.22, 
(-)4.69, and (-)9.95 percents respectively over the 
previous years. But from the subsequent years 1987-88, 
1988-89 and 1989-90 the export of brasswares started 
increasing and the exports of brasswares registered a 
growth rate of 1.09, 112.22 and 19.55 respectively over 
the previous years. And the annual average growth rate of 
the exports of brasswares to France was 28.87 percent. 
Our share of brasswares exports to France is not so 
encouraging, but as franee is amongst the most advanced 
economies, if our exporters try hard then the France 
market has a good potential for Indian brasswares. 
TABLE NO. 3.15 
EXPORTS OF BRASSWARES TO ITALY 
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Year Values o Exports 




1981-82 230.1] 9.07 
1982-83 150.48 (-)46.60 
1983-84 133.23 (-)11.46 
1984-85 102.36 (-)23.17 
1985-86 145.97 42. 60 
1986-87 74.72 (-)48.81 
1987-88 111.15 48.75 
1988-89 233.51 110.08 
1989-90 253.41 8.52 
Annual Average Growth rate 33.70 
Source: Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No. II. 
The above table shows that the rate of growth of 
brassware exports in the 1981-82 was 9.07 percent over the 
previous year. But since 1982-83 the growth rate of 
brassware exports started iecliainrj and it was (-)34.60 
in 1982-83, (-)11.46 in .1983-81 and (-)23.17 percent in 
1984-85. But in the subsequent year 1985-86 the exports 
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increased over the previous year and registered a growth 
rate of 42.60 percent, but again in 1986-87 the exports 
fell down and registered a negative rate of growth i.e. 
(-)48.81 percent over the previous year. In the year 
1987-88 the rate of growth of brasswares export was 48.75 
percent while in 1988-89 the export increased faster and 
the rate of growth was 110.08. But in the year 1989-90 
although the export increased over the previous year yet 
the rate of growth was merely 8.52 percent, and the annual 
average rate of growth of exports to Italy was 33.70 
percent. 
Our export of brasswares to Italy is encouraging 
and the Italian market provides good opportunity to 
increase the export of brasswares to Italy. 
TABLE NO. 3.16 
EXPORT OF BRASSWARES TO NETHERLAND 
Year Value of Experts Growth 
(Lakhs of Rupees) Rate 
1980-81 206.77 
1981-82 127.84 (-)38.17 
1982-83 101.57 (-)20.54 
1983-84 81.36 {-)19.89 
con td (table) 
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1984-85 96.86 19.05 
1985-86 140.04 44.57 
1986-87 167.47 19.58 
1987-88 222.49 32.85 
1988-89 266.84 19.93 
1989-90 302.97 13.53 
Annual Average Growth Rate 22.81 
Source: Computed and compiled by Research Scholar on the 
basis of Appendix No. II. 
The data set out in the above table clearly 
indicates that during the year 1981-82 and 1983-84 the 
exports of Jorasswares came down and registered 5 negative 
rate of growth of (-)38.17 percent, (-)20.54 percent and 
(-)19.89 percent over the previous year respectively. 
But since 1984-85 the export of brasswares started 
increasing and the exports registered a growth rate of 
19.05 percent in 1984-85, 44.57 percent in 1985-86, the 
rate of growth in 1986-87 in comparison to 1985-86 fell 
and it was 19.58 percent, hut again in 1987-88 it 
increased in comparison to 1986-87 and it was 32.85 
percent. In the next two years i.e. 1988-89 and 1989-90 
the rate of growth of brasswares declined in comparison to 
1987-88 and it was 19.93 in 1988-89 and 13.53 percent in 
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1989-90, and the annual average rate of growth of exports 
to Netherland was 22.81 percent. 
At last on the basis of rate of grov/th v;e can say 
that since 1984-85 the p.xports o'^  brasswares has been 
registering a positive rate of growth. 
In other words we can say th^t Netherland market 
provides good opportunity to our exporters to explore the 
Netherland market in a big way. 
The future potential is much bigger. These figures 
indicate the frontier of the brasswares can be further 
widened by including many of the utility wares that still 
remain in artistic. This mo^ on^ on-'. entails rrainly an 
aesthetic transformation of existing products in their 
shaps and form rather than creation of an entirely new 
market for new and ornate articles. Except for engraving 
and lacquring, the processes of manufacturing are similar 
for artistic as well as other goods. The Brassware 
industry as a whole is much bigger than the artistic 
sector. The government whi -h has already pledged for the 
eradication of unemploymcMi-i- and t'le development of cottage 
industry, should help the ro industry of U.P. So 
that the industry may further flourish and expand the 
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volume and range of its products for fetching the much 
needed foreign exchange resources for the economic 
development of the country. 
From the above analysis of export performance of 
Brassware industry of U.P. We are in a position to draw 
the following conclusions. 
Over the years, the exports of brasswares from U.P. 
have registered a tremendous growth. As against 
Rs.5,767.80 lakhs in 1980-81, the export of brasswares 
stood at Rs.23578.36 lakhs in 1990-91. The tremendous 
increase in brasswares export can be attributed to the 
vigourous introduction of export incentives by the 
government constant modifications in the products and the 
bilateral trade signed by the government with different 
European countries. 
By far, the U.S.A. is the largest market for the 
brasswares of U.P. followed by Saudi Arabia, the U.K., 
Canada, Australia, U.S.S.R., West Germany, Fran;e, Italy, 
Netherland, Singapore, Denmark and Kuwait. The main 
competitors in the field of export trade are South Korea, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan and Pakistan. The articles made 
at these places are produced in ina'"s on modern machines. 
The high cost of raw material in India is a 
disadvantageous factor. 
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Regional trends in exports of brasswares reveal 
that the American Region engrosses the highest share of 
our export consignment followed by European Region, Asian 
Region and African Region respectively. The American 
Region alone has shared the 56.02 percent of the total 
export of brasswares in 1989-90 . In fact, the two North 
American countries, - U.S.A. and Canada alone accounted 
for 50.02 percent of the total export of brasswares to the 
American Region in 1989-90. In the European Region, the 
European common markets accounted for the highest share of 
imports of our brasswares. In Asian and Oceanic Region, 
Gulf and the Middle East Countries engrossed the highest 
share of our exports of brasswares. African Region ranked 
last among the economic regions of the world importing 
brasswares from India. 
Substantial potentialities for our brasswares exist 
in Mexico, Cuba, Brazil among American Region countries. 
Similarly, Norway, Austria, Portugal have considerable 
potentialities for our brasswares. Like wise, Bahrain, 
Dubai, Jordan, Iraq, Muscat, Oman, Syria, Qatar also 
possess vast potentialities to absorb our brasswares. 
Great scope for exports of our brasswares also exists in 
African countries including Kenya, Tanzania, Libya, 
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Mauratius, Nigeria, Sudan, Ethopia in the African region. 
We need to explore and exploit tnese markets in our favour 
by making efforts. 
Keeping in view the poor economic position of 
manufacturers, export potentialities of brasswares and the 
prevailing competition in the international market, it 
becomes inevitable on the part of the related 
organisations to undertake market and consumer surveys and 
provide the relevant information to the manufacturers, 
exporters of U.P. and other export - houses dealing in 
brasswares. Although individual exporters continue to 
make contacts with foreign buyers and collect the 
information 'pertaining to consumers tastes and their 
preferences. It is expected that in future the sales of 
the brasswares will further increase in the foreign 
market. 
WAYS AND MEANS TO ATTAIN THE POTENTIALS 
WAYS AND MEANS TO ATTAIN THE POTENTIALS 
The inevitablity of export promotion for the 
country, the government of India has established an 
elaborate institutional structure for the same. Ai number 
of organisations have been set up by the government to 
augment exports from India and to fetch the increasing 
foreign exchange resources for the accelerated pace of our 
economic development. It is more important in case of a 
cottage industry like brassware. The Brasswrir ^  industry 
of the state has been getting satisfactory enouragement 
from the government of India as wciJ as the government of 
Uttar Pradesh. The state government has been trying to 
encourage this industry in several ways and means for the 
last few decades to attain the potentials. 
Export Promotion Council 
Export Promotion Council plays a very important 
role in the development of Brassware industry. At present 
there arc 19 councils in India handling wide range of 
products, of these, handloom and handicrafts export 
promotion council is looking after the export promotion of 
brasswares. This council was set np with the objectives 
to creating export counsc j cusnc :;s in the country, 
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promotional activities abroad, general publicity, 
participation in exhibitions and trade fairs, 
establishment of offices abroad, implementation of export 
assistance schemes, etc. The council also conducts market 
surveys either independently or through specialised 
agencies on commodities of their interest. A very 
important activity of the council is to receive delegates, 
from abroad. These visits help in projecting an image of 
the country's industr_;^  in the minds of the delegates. It 
also makes available to the exporters the latest 
government rules and procedures about the various aspects 
of exports. 
Handicrafts and Handloom Export Corporation of India Ltd. 
The Handicrafts and Handloom Export Corporation of 
India Ltd. is a fully owned subsidiary of the state 
trading coroporation of India Ltd. It undertakes, among 
the other things, the"^  exports of brasswares of U.P., which 
have large export potentialities abroad. In order to 
project a good image of India's craftsmanship in foreign 
countries, the. corporation has set up show rooms at Nevi7 
York, Japan, Nairobi and Paris. The corporation's office 
in India are equipped to handle a vast range of 
merchandise of exportable qualities produced any where in 
the country. Abroad, the net work of offices, show rooms. 
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shops and warehouses that have been developed in .France, 
West Germany, U.S.A., Japan etc. are in touch with the 
leading importers, departmental stores, wholesalers etc.-
and hence contributing towards the ever increasing exports 
of brasswares from Uttar Pradesh. 
All India Handicrafts Board 
The All India Handicrafts Board, which was set up 
in 1952, undertakes a number of measures for the export 
promotion of Indian handicrafts including brasswares. 
Such as participation in trade fairs, exhibitions, 
publicity through documentary films, calender, special 
illustrated catalogues on different crafts. It also 
publishes posters at the time of exhibition and other 
important occassions. It also gives national awards to 
exporters of handicrafts for outstanding performance in 
exports on the occasion of the Annual National Awards 
ceremony to honour outstanding master craftmen. 
Central Cottage Industries Corporations 
The government of India set up central cottage 
industries corporations in 1948 with the following 
objects: 
(a) To give advice to the central as well as the 
state governent for the development of cottage 
and small scalc industries. 
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(b) To cordinate all the plans .'or their 
development i .1 the country. 
(c) To suggest wa, c. end means for the marketing of 
the product?: of uhese .. .^dustries. 
(d) To protect the cottage and small scale 
industries from the competitions which they 
face with large scale industries. Since the 
Brassware industry is one of the main 
handicrafts industries, the corporation has 
been providing all the facilities for the 
development of this industry. 
Minerals and Metals Trading Corporations 
The Minerals and Metals Trading Corporation helps 
the Brassware industry in the supply of raw materials such 
as, copper, zinc, copper and brass scrap in favour of 
brassware exporters against their export entitlements. 
Small Industries Servicei Institutes 
On the basis of recommendations of the 
International Planning team, the Government of India has 
set up four small Industries services Institutes at Delhi, 
Bomaby, Calcutta and Mud;as. These institutes help the 
small industries including rarassware in improving and 
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medernising the product j.on processes/ marketing, 
management etc. These institutes also help these 
industries in the supply of "aw materia]., finance and 
machinery. 
Trade Development Authority 
Trade Development Authority of India is a promoter 
of India's exports. It gives help to individual 
exporters, especially to those in the small scale sector. 
It is the only national organisation which reders, under 
one roof, a complete package of service to an 
enterpreneur. It locates and contacts foreign departmental 
stores and iirijjart houses. The trade Development Authority 
also helps in arranging necessary foreign exchange for the 
clients for exports promotion trends and publicity 
purposes. It also disseminates information to exporters 
and other interested parties and publishers abroad about 
Indian products and their s'Apply sources. 
Trade Fair Authority of India 
It organises Indian participation in exhibitions 
and trade fairs. The Trade Faire Authority of India 
itself buys exhibits on behalf of the government of India 
in the nature of handi cra'-'t-.p- and decoratives. In respect 
of exports efforts through participation in fairs and 
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exhibitions abroad, are mac.--;. Trado Fair Authority of 
India is playing a dynamic r^  .1 ; to accelerate the export. 
Directorate of Industries 
The Directorate of Industries in the state of 
Uttar Pradesh has been set up under the state Ministry of 
Industries. The Director of Industries in its 
Administrative Head, who is assisted by the Joint Director 
of Industries in every region and one District Industries 
Officer and many industrial Inspectors in every district, 
who look after the promotion and development of 
Industries. Industries Department of the state has been 
helping the Brassware industry in the following manner: 
(a) The Department of Industries ensures the 
equitable allocation of the raw material to 
the actual users. In this regard quota system 
\ 
to the artisans and producers is being used by 
them properly. 
(b) At Moradabad the officers of the industries 
Department also try to combine the artisans 
into viable uni.ts and to organise clusters 
such as, the products of one process under a 
viable unit are trarsfc'red to the viable units 
of the next process and so on and so forth 
till the products are given finished shape. 
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(c) The DistJ.ici- r 'dust, j Officers and 
inspectors al^o fjr.d suitable solution for the 
problem of ^^ .tour and also to improve the 
working and IjvJng conditions of Lhe labour 
engaged in the indiistry. 
(d) The Depdrtiaen. Stuaies the problems which 
hinder the development of the industry and 
find out suitable ways and means to over come 
such problems. Besides, the Department of 
industries recommends to the state government 
various types of facilities to be given to 
this industry. 
(e) The State Government gives the gurantee of the 
quality of brassware products under its 
quality marking scheme. 
I 
(f) Besides, the planning and Market Research 
section of the state Directorate of Industries 
carries on survey of the potentialities of the 
Brassware industry in different areas and 
makes projects for further expansionSo far 
the department has conducted surveys of the 
Brassvi^ are industr/ at Moradabad, Varanasi and 
Mirzapur. 
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State government has also set up the U.P. State 
Brassware corporation Ltd., at Moradabad for the 
development of the Brassware industry. Besides, the U.P. 
Export Corporation, Kanpur has also been helping tho 
industry in the marketing of its products. 
U.P. Export Corporation Kanpur 
The government of Uttar Pradesh has set up the U.P. 
Export corporation at Kanpur for promoting the exports of 
the State handicrafts. The Corporation has been working as 
the handicrafts organisation and promotes the internal and 
external sales of handicrafts including brasswares. The 
corporation has adopted a system of procuring brassv/ares 
either directly from the manufacturers of Moradabad and 
other important centres of the state or through the U.P. 
State Brassware Corporation Ltd. 
Besides, the marketing of brassware in India and 
abroad, the corporation has also been assisting the 
Brassware industry in the state in following ways: 
(a) It tries to book its own orders of brassware 
from the buyers in India and abroad against 
samples, prices list and catalogue supplied by 
the U.P. Stal:e P-^ assv.rare Corporation Ltd. 
Moradabad.il- nupt"'!! os designs and patterns 
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of brassware items to the manufacturers 
according to the demand and taste of foreign 
buyers. 
(b) Inorder to give wide publicity of Indian 
handicrafts including brasswares, the U.P. 
Export corporation has set up its show rooms at 
places important for tourism and sight seeing 
purposes in the state as well as in other parts 
of the country. It has so far set up its show 
rooms at Taj Mahal, Agra, Hazrat Ganj, 
Aminabad, Lucknow, New Delhi, Nagpur, Bombay 
and Hyderabad. 
(c) This corporation also participates in fairs and 
exhibitions and mak-js a vsride publicity of 
Indian brassvi;ares in foreign markets. 
U.P. State Brassware Corporation Ltd. Moradabad 
U.P. state Brassware corporation Ltd. plays a very 
Inportant role.It was established in under the Corivany's Act 1956 
at ^ 'loradabad.The main objocts for which t-he Company is established are: 
(i) To aid, counsel, assist, finance, protect and 
promote brassv/are c-i^d small industries 
in the state of Uttar Ptadesh whether owned or 
run by company, f.i rro or individual and to 
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provide them with capital credit, means, 
resources, raw materials and technical and 
marginal assistance, 
(ii) To enter into contact with governmeni: of India 
and the state government in all their 
departments and corporations and other 
subsidiaries and branches and from agency and 
offices there having the necessary powers for 
fabrications, manufacture, assembly and supply 
of brass and E.P.N.S. goods, materials and 
article and to arrange for the performance of 
such contract, 
(iii) To take all the necessary and requisite steps 
to utilise the potential productive capacity of 
plants operated by small industrial concerns in 
brassware, moulding, shaping, engraving, 
finishing and electroplating, 
(iv) To certify the appropriate government officers 
with respect to the competence as to capacity 
and credit of any small industrial concern or 
group of such concoi:n to perform in specific 
government cor'rari. 
(v) To obtain from any government Ministry 
departmental establishment or agency such 
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reports concerning the giving of contracts•and 
sub-contracts marking of loans to business 
concerns. 
(vi) To promote and operate schemes for development 
of small industries of hrassware in the state 
of U.P. for that purpose to prepare or get 
prepared reports, blue prints, statistics and 
other informations, 
(vii) To manufacture, buy, sell, import, export, 
install work and generally deal in any plant, 
machinery, tools materials goods or things or 
any descriptions which in the opinion of the 
company, may be conveniently dealt with by the 
company in connection wJth any of its objects. 
>iii) To enter into any partnership of arrangement 
for joint working in business, sharing of 
profits, pooling of any industrial undertaking, 
with any of the company, firm, a person 
carrying on or engaged in manufacture, 
(ix) To sell, dispose of, hire, transfer the 
business property and undertaking of the 
company or any part 1 of for cash, stocks 
or shares of any other company or for any other 
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considerations v;ith the company may see fit to 
accept. 
Following table shows the progress of U.P. State 
Brasware corporations: 
The figure of raw material shov/s that the Brassware 
corporations Ltd. of Mordabad since 1985-86 has been 
achieving much more than its set targets. Its performance 
gradully picked up in 1985-86. The target was set at 200 
lakhs but the achievement was 201 lakhs where as in 
1989-90 the target was 800 lakhs and the achievement was 
more than d6uble i.e. 1650.52 lakhs. 
As far as export trade is concerned the performance 
of the corporation is not satisfactory. In 1985-86 the 
target of export was 50 lakhs while the achievement was 
6.40 lakhs and since then the trend shows the declining 
targets as well as achievement came down sharply as the 
target was 2.00 lakhs and achievement was only 0.11 lakhs. 
The performance of U.P. State Brassware corporation 
Ltd. regarding inland trade is also not satisfactory. 
Except the yearl985-86 the achievements are declining. 
During this year (1985-86) '-.ho : -irc/ot was 30 l^khs where 
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year 1989-90 the target was 15 lakhs and the achievement 
was low at 9.50 lakhs. 
As far as the financial assistance to the exporters 
and artisans is concerned, no conclusion can be drawn as 
the data is available for only one year (1985-86 ). The 
target was 1 lakh, where as the assistance provided was 
only 0.60 lakhs. 
The same is the case with the supply of machinery 
on hire purchase scheme. Data is available only for the 
year 1985-86 . In this particular year the target set was 
1.50 lakhs and the achievement wap Rs.6.52 lakhs, but as 
the data is available only for one year we can not 
generalise this trend. 
Working of the U.P. State Brassware Corporation Ltd. 
U.P. State Brassware Corporation of India with the 
assistance of government of U.P. is working on the 
following lines: 
1. U.P. State Brassware corporation looks after the 
matters of providing basic raw material at international 
prices to the exporters. 
2. To provide land free metal, it has put a 
non-ferrous roll-ing mill which nas started supplying 
brass and E.P.N.r.. sheets fvn April, 1983 to the 
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trade. The mill has been set up v/ith an investment of 
Rs.3.73 cr. at Moradabad. 
3. A design and development centre is being set up. 
This centre, in addition to evolving new designs would 
also make prototypes to be given to the trade at 
subsidised rates. 
4. To boost exports and to give special attention to 
it government of U.P. has created an export promotion 
development department as a separate department to the 
government of U.P. 
5. Government of U.P. is considering a proposal to 
provide improved tools and plants to the artisans at the 
subsidised rates. 
6. The U.P. State Brassware Corporai-ion, in 
collaboration with All India Handicrafts Board, is putting 
up a metal handicraft Service Centre at Moradabad at an 
estimated cost of Rs.1.50 cr. This v/ill have 
electroplating and polishing units, artisans can avail its 
service on reasonable payment. It will also have a 
section imparting the training to the artisans in these 
trades. 
7. Technological improvements v;ould be provided by the 
design development centre. 
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8. The industrial estate would be an ideal place for 
bonded proceeding complex where in the imported raw 
material at international price could be made available to 
exporters. Obviously it will result in some control over 
production and utilisation of imported raw material. This 
would again be an ideally suited place for the completion 
of formalities at a single point. 
9. The problem of excise duty on handicraft goods is 
also taken up by the U.P. government with the government 
of India. 
10. It is proposed to establish an export complex at 
Moradabad providing all the facilities to the exporters at 
one place. 
11. Peetal Nagri 
U.P. State Brassware Corporation has established a 
big industrial estate also known as Peetal Nagri for such 
artisans adjoining the city. This in fact is a new 
township for the artisans equipped with all modern 
facilities in healthy surroundings. The artisans have 
been provided v;ith residence cum workshed in open area 
with parks, wide streets, all the infrastructure, such as 
electricity, water sup:.'., ^  etc. The industrial eptate also 
has an electroplating plant and a lacquering plant. Banks, 
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administrative offices of the exporters have also come up. 
There is also a hospital and post office for the artisans 
and also educational facilities. The U.P. State Brassware 
Corporation intends to extend township to accommodate more 
and more artisans and thus in due course of time a model 
town for the brass artisans of Moradabad has came into 
existence. This will not only improve the lot of the 
artisans but will also result in preservation of the 
artistic tradition and bulk production of the required 
items. 
Following table shows the achievements of U.P. 
State Brassware Corporation: 
TABLE No. 4.2 
ACHIEVEMENTS OF INDUSTRIAL ESTATE (Peetal Nagri) 
No. Details 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 Total 
1. Construction 305 259 - - 564 
of residential 
Complex 
2. Construction 88 10 - - 98 
of Workshop 
3. Distribution 80 112 13 3 - 325 
4. Possession - 66 8 10 84 
Source: Data colloc1:ed by the Research Scholar for 
U.P.State Brasj.^ 'dJ.e fc^-por^.ticn LTd. Moradabad, 
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The above table reveals that the corporation 
constructed 564 residential complex and 98 workshops for 
the artisans in which 305 residential complex were 
constructed in 1986-87 and 259 in 1987-88, while the 
construction of 88 and 10 workshops has beer completed in 
the same year (1986-87 and 1987-88). Among these the 
corporation distributed 80 residential complex and 
workshops in the year 1986-87, 112 in the yea;: j 98 7-88 and 
! 
133 in the year 1988-89, while the artisans occupied only 
66 complex and workshops in 1986-87, 8 complex and 
workshop in 1988-89 and 10 complex and workshop in 
1989-90. It shows that the artisans possessed the total 84 
residential complex as well as workshops as against the 
both distributed 325 . It shov;s that the artisans are 
occupying the complexes gradually in the industrial estate 
or we can say not much interested to shift there, because 
the industrial estate is far from the city and in the 
isolated place. 
From the foregoing discussion it can be concluded 
that the export promotion counri"' plays a very important 
role for the development of '.'i^sswares. Besides, 
handicrafts and Handloom export C- -poration, Minerals and 
metals trading corporation, small Industries service 
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institute, Trade Development Authority, Directorate of 
Industries have played a promin?:nt role in promoting the 
exports of brasswares. 
The Trade Fair Authority and U.P. Export 
Corporation aire also playing a dynamic role for promoting 
thd exports of brassware. Trade Fair Authority organises 
exhibitions abroad to display handicrafts. 
U.P. State Brassware Corporation Ltd. assists 
finances and protects these units and provides them 
capital credit, rav/ material, technical and managerial 
assistance for the development of Brassware industry in 
the State. The corporation has established a big 
industrial estate for such artisans at a place adjoining 
to the city. It is a new township. The artisans are 
provided with residence cum workshed in open area with all 
the infrastructure facilities. The corporation constructed 
564 residential complex and 98 workshops for the artisans, 
where as corporation distributed 325 residential complex 
and workshops. 
CHAPTE 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
The concluding chapter has been devoted to draw the 
conclusion of the study on the Export Potentialities of 
Brasware Industry of U.P. and to give the suggestions for 
the betterment and future development of the industry. The 
basic finding of the study is that being labour intensive 
in nature, the Brassv;are industry not only provides the 
employment to thousands of people but has vast 
potentialities for fetching the much needed foreign 
exchange earnings for the economic development of the 
country. 
The Brassware industry, being export oriented and 
labour intensive is an old traditioncl cottage industry of 
U.P. famous all over the world for the beauty of its 
decorative as well as utility items. Although, the 
brassv;ares of the state were exported to foreign countries 
even during the Moughul period in India, the real break 
through in exports is attributed to a series of 
exhibitions and fairs popularising the brasswares in the 
world. 
The production processes are usually carried out in 
the residential premises. Tlv enterprises engage in the 
manufacture of brassv;are,s throi-gh out the year except the 
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rainy season. The labour force comprises family workers 
t 
and hired v/orkers who are paid wages on piece meal basis. 
A wide range of brasswares are being produced in 
various shapes and designs. A number of processes 
involved in the manufacturing of brasswares are undertaken 
by individual establishments -pecilising in each of them. 
No scientific process is adopted by the industry in 
respect of the development of new product. The main 
source of product development appears to be the foreign 
buyers and local artisans. Moreover, the production 
techniques adopted by the industry are very old and time 
consuming. Few efforts have been made in this direction by 
the governmental agencies, manufacturers and exporters. 
Regular and adequate supplies of raw material 
continue to be an important problem for the industry 
despite certain efforts which have been made by the 
government to mitigate thi& problem, given the credit 
facilities a large portion of small Karkhanedars and 
artisans continue to purchase raw materials from local 
dealers at exhorbitant prices. While the merchant 
exporters usually do not face any problem in procuring 
finance from the banks and other financial institutions in 
time of need, but due to '-hP credit worthiness and lack 
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of education, small karkhanedars and artisans usually 
suffer for lack of finance. 
The socio-Gconomic conditions of the workers are 
unsatisfactory. Most of the artisans family members are 
illiterate. The institution of child labour is inflicting 
illiteracy upon the children as also their exploitation by 
karkhanedars. Health and medical facilities available to 
the artisans also appear to be utterly inadequate. 
Depending upon the specific condition of work and 
unhygienic living conditions, the incidence of T.B., 
Asthama, Malaria are high among the brassware workers. 
With regard to exports of brasswares, the industry 
has been successful in making a sizeable dent in foreign 
markets over the years. The industry has registered a 
tremendous growth over the years since independence. By 
far the U.S.A. is the main market far U.P.'s brasswares 
followed by Saudi Arabia, U.K., Canada, U.S.S.R., West 
Germany, France, Italy, Netherl^^nd and Kuwait etc. 
Regional trends in the exports of brasswares r-'veal that 
the American region registered the highest share of our 
export consignment followed by the European region, Asian 
and oceanic region and African region. In the Asian and 
oceanic region. Gulf and MidJle East countries registered 
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the highest share of our export consignment. Hov/ever, 
African region appears to have remained fairly unattempted 
by our exporters as this ranks the last in imports of our 
brasswares. Substantial potentialities for our brasswares 
exist in Maxico, Cuba, Brazil among American region. 
Similarly, norway, Austria, Portugal have considerable 
potentialities for our brasswares. Like wise, Bahrain, 
Dubai/ Jordan, Iraq, Oman, Syria etc. also possess vast 
potentialities to absorb our brasswares. Great 
Potentialities for exports of our brasswares also exist in 
African countries including Kenya, Tanzania, Libya, 
Mouritius, Nigeria, Sudan, Ethopia in the African region. 
The main competitors in the field of export trade 
of brasswares are South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan 
and Pakistan. The articles made by them are produced in 
mass by modern machines. Moreover, raw material in these 
countries is made available at international prices, which 
reduces their cost of production. Further, the quality of 
products offered by these contrios is also superior to 
Indian brasswares. Given tho adequate facilities like 
skilled craftsmen and ra <<'^ r^ial it reasonab'.e prices, 
the exporters appear to b. ' i] to boost up the exports 
of brasswares. 
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Considering the vast export potentialities of 
Brassware industry of U.P. the government of India has 
developed a fairly strong institutional structure for the 
export promotion in the country. A series of service 
organisations like export promotion covncil for 
Handicrafts, All India Handicrafts Board, Indian Institute 
of foreign trade. Trade Fair Authority of India, Trade 
Development Authority, Central ' Cottage Industries 
Corporation, have been quite instrumental in boosting up 
the exports of brasswares. Like wise, many export 
marketing organisations such as Handicrafts and Handloom 
Export Corporation ;, Minerals and Metals Trading 
corporation, U.P. Export Corporation, Kanpur, U.P. State 
Brassware corporation have also contributed a lot in 
stepping up the exports of brass\,-are in the international 
market. 
With regard to marketing of brassware the industry 
does not appear to follow a uniform pricing policy. 
Margins changed by dealers exporters remain more or 
less the same for wholesalers ^nn retailers irrespective 
of the quantities purchased. With view to popularise the 
wares and facilitate the cuRt-imers, exporters and dealers 
in brasswares maintain catalogues with pictures and 
selected items as well as price lists. 
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The industry follows the usual channels of 
wholesalers and retailers for marketing the brasswares in 
different parts of the country and the world. Among the 
wholesalers, individual export housses, manufacturers-
exporters, U.P. State Brassware Corporations, U.P. Export 
Corporation are prominent, while commission agents and 
local dealers comprise retailers. This system of marketing 
of brasswares is popular at Moradabad and Mirzapur. 
Besides these, the cooperative marketing societies have 
been set up to market the different types of products. 
The individual export houses play a dynamic role in 
boosting up the sales of brasswares. These houses have 
frequent contacts with foreign buyers. All India 
Handicrafts Board, Handicrafts and Handloom export 
corporation' and U.P. Export corporation have b^en set up 
with the object of promoting the exports of Indian 
Handicrafts including the brassv/ares of U.P. vhich have 
large export potentialities. 
It appears from the study that the majority of 
industrial community suffers from the lack of finance. 
So, the credit facilities on --"-^tallment should be 
extended to the artisans to iacilitate buying of raw 
material and marketing of finished goods on his own. This 
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would go a long way in eliminating the dealer, financer 
and middlemen who dominate the industry. The state 
government as well as the local banking institutions 
should relax conditions of issuing of credit to the 
artisans. The lead bank of the district should be 
entrusted with the responsibility to survey industry and 
the artisans engaged there in with a view to assist their 
enterpreneurr.al attitude. Those willing to set up their 
independent enterprises should be provided with adequate 
loans at easy and cheap terms. 
Inadequate supply of raw material needs to be 
organised so as to ensure adequate and timely availability 
at reasonable prices. In order to over come the problem 
of raw material supply to srn3.li. KS.F ^dianedars and artisans, 
the state government should either set up a separate 
organisation exclusively responsible for procurement and 
regular supply of raw material to the industry or empower 
the U.P. State Brassv;are corporations to discharge this 
function efficiently. 
With a view to increase the production, it is 
desirable to upgrade the traditnoril production techniques 
and process which would not only strengthen the 
competitive position of the industry abroad but would also 
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help in improving the existing living conditions of the 
artisans in the state. The State government should set up 
a process developmen': and training centre at Moradabad, 
which would experiment and develop nev; production 
techniques and process and train the artisans in new 
processes and techniques so developed. 
For the sizable export of brasswares and the 
ability of industry to with stand competition in foreign 
markets, it is highly desirable to accelerate the design 
development activities by establishing a well equipped 
design extension centre. New designs suiting the method 
of production should be evolved and released to the 
craftsmen at normal rates. Demonstration of designs would 
be most useful, and arrangements should be made in this 
direction. It may be useful to open a design extension 
centre under some eminent designer who is given 
opportunities to study foreign tastes in designing. 
Taking into consideration the significance of 
quality control for maintaining the existing foreign 
markets as well as for capturing the new ones, it is very 
much necessary on the part of the state government to 
cover the industry under the Quality Marking Scheme. 
Quality marking of the brasswares is essential to ensure 
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that export of defective products does not limit our 
market abroad and endanger foreign exchange earnings as 
well as to meet the growing competitions abroad. So, the 
Quality Marking Centre of the U.P. Government should be 
upgraded with additional staff and testing facilities for 
controlling the quality of brassv;ares manufactured for 
exports. 
It is observed that the unhealthy and unsound 
conditions in which the workers live mostly the artisans/ 
affect their working and expose them to many tensions 
including hazard to health, and absence of social 
security. ' It is suggested that the government should 
adopt suitable social security and health measures in work 
houses which do not come under the purview of factories 
Act. Merchant-Exporters should take a lead in all the 
matters and persuade the artisans working with them to 
shift to the new colony from their residential houses. The 
new labour welfare centres should be located at a place 
where the artisans are centred,- and should have 
dispensary, maternity and child welfare section, and adult 
education facilities and also young children should rather 
be encouraged to get education at the welfare centre. 
For enabling the exporters and manufacturers of 
brasswares in the state to oCfp.r their quality goods at 
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competitive prices in the international markets, the U.P. 
Government may consider the abolition of sales tax on 
brass scrapes purchased from out side the state for 
manufacturing the brasswares to be exported to the foreign 
countries at competitive prices. The trading organisation 
brought up by the government of India as well as the U.P. 
government should increasingly undertake the distribution 
of brasswares with in and out side the country. 
Despite the long experience the industry and trade 
have not realised the significance of attrractive 
packaging and packing. While most of the brasswares 
produced are sold as gift-v;ares, they should bp packed in 
suitably designed boxes of card-board. Consjeering the 
existing deficiencies in the standard of packaging, the 
Indian Institute of Packaging should hold training 
Programmes at different centres in the state in order to 
keep the exporters aware about the latest development in 
this direction. Since packing of consignments for 
despatch especially to foreign markets is an 'important 
aspect which needs special attention, problems pertaining 
to packaging as well as packing materials should be dealt 
with by demonstration of packing techniques and training 
facilities extended by starting ^ iiraining centre. 
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There is a little publici.ty for brasswares abroad, 
excepting through official chann-=ls. The brassware 
Manufacturers Association should be enabled to launch an 
advertising-cum-exhibition campaign out side the country 
on a collective basis. The all India Handicrafts Board may 
subsidize the programme by granting a suitable subsidy. 
Officers of the board may be deputed to these exhibitions 
to ensure that the interests of the individual members are 
looked after impartially. 
Most of the exporters are not aware of modern 
business the innovations in the Brassware industry. It 
is therefore, suggested that a short terms course in 
business management and export-import trade be organised 
at different centres in the state with the help of 
universities. It is further suggested that an export 
information centre, equipped with commercial directories, 
magazines, and periodicals denoted to the gift ware and 
export business be opened in the state for ready and 
continuous reference of the trade. 
It is also suggest'.ed that the Indian Tourism 
Development Corporation or Toucii^i Department of Uttar 
Pradesh should consider construccic. of a modern hotel at 
Moradabad near about the Peetal Nagri (industrial estate) 
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being developed by the U.P. State Erassware Corporation to 
provide staying facilities for foreign customers. 
If it is done, a new enthusiastic force of 
enterpreneurs will develop, which will flourish the 
Brassware industry on sound lines. 
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APPENDIX - III 
SOME OF THE IMPORTANT MANUFACTURERS/EXPORTERS OF BRASSWARE 
INDUSTRY OF U.P. 
g ., • Name of Firms No. Place 
1 2 3 
1. M/s Abul Hasan & Sons. 
2. M/s Allied Internationa] 
Enterprises. 
3. M/s Akbar Brass Produt. 
4. M/s Ajanta Arts. 
5. M/s Amar Nath & Sons. 
6. M/s Appolo Trade Links. 
7. M/s Abid & Sons. 
8. M/s Abdul Majid Abdul 
Rasheed. 
9. M/s Alisons Export Co. 
10. M/s Ahmad Brass Corpon. 
11. M/s ATOZ. 
12. M/s Alam Brothers Exporl 
iny Corporation. 
Baradari, Moradabad 
Mahbu"! lah Ganj, Koradabad . 
Qayyun House, Deputy Ganj, 
Mordabad. 
Chauraha Gali, Moradabad. 
Mandi Bans, Moradabad. 
Rampur Road, Moradabad. 
Nai Sarak, Moradabad. 
Naseem Manzil, Nai Basti, 
(Shop - Amroha C7ate), 
Moradabad. 
Jhabboo Chawk, Moradabad. 
Galshahecd, Purana Baraf-
khana, Moradabad. 
Galfhaheed, Nai Abadi, 
Mi^  rad Tbad . 
Sir Ynqoob Road, Peerghaib, 
M.-.rad, ' ad . 




14. M/s Bedi Metal Industries 
15. M/s Bhatia Overseas 
Exports, 
Court Road, Moradabad. 
Galshaheed, Moradabad. 
16. M/s Cosmic Art Products. Peerghaib, Moradabad. 
17. M/s C.L.Talwar s, Sons 
Pvt. Ltd. 
18. M/s Combined Exports. 
19. M/s C.L.Gupta & Sons. 
20. M/s Cottage Art Emporium. 
21. M/s Dauji Exports 
22. M/s Duggal & Sons 
23. M/s Diamon Industrial 
Corporation. 
24. M/s Diwan & Sons. 
25. M/s Daulat Ram & Sons. 
26. M/s Eversto, 
C/0 Shri S.A. Chaudhri. 
27. M/s Emyoo Products 
28. M/s Eastern Novelties 
Corporation. 
29. M/s Export House 
30. M/s Evergreen Internal iona] 
31. M/s E.M.C.International 
Delhi Road, Majhola, 
Moradabad. 
Rampur Road, Moradabad. 
Rampur Road, Moradabad. 
Prince Road, Opp.Ansar Inter 
College, Moradabad. 
Ramp'ir Road, Moradabad. 
Kothiwal Nagar, Moradabad. 
Sambhali Gate, P.B. No.223, 
Moradabad. 
Kothiwal Nagar,P.B. NO.151, 
Moradabad. 
71/A, Prince Road, Harpal 
Nagar, P.B.No.282,Moradabad 
Ali Manzil, Civil Tiines, 
Moradabad. 
Ehatti Street,Moradabad. 
Bhatti Street, Moradabad. 
Chuuirr-'khapul, P.B. No. 40, 
Moradabad. 
Princr! Road, Moradabad. 




















M/s Fazal Sons Handicrafts Peorzada, Hayatnai-jar, 
P.B.No.461, Moradabad. 
M/s Globe Metal Industries,Kotbiwal Nagar, Moradabad. 
M/s Gulati Exports 
M/s Globe Exports 
M/s Goal Art Emporium. 
M/s Haji & Sons, 
M/s Haji Abdul Ahad 
Abdul Rahman. 
M/s Haq Brothers. 
M/s Haji Kalian & Sons. 
M/s Intra Deco Corpon. 
M/s Interseas Traders. 
M/s Indian Art Industries 
M/s J.P. International. 
M/s Jansons & Company 
M/s J.K. Exports, 
M/s Kamil Bhai Ismail Ji. 
M/s Kumud Art Industries. 
M/s K.K.Gupta Associat?-, 
50. M/s Kailash Exports. 
Akhilesh Chawk, Station Rd., 
Moradabad. 
C-9 6, Gandhi Nayar,Moradabad 
A-42, Gandhi Nagar,Moradabad 
Khokaran Street, Moradabad. 
Bhatti Street, Moridabad. 
Street, Moradabad. 
Bara Shahsafa, Moradabad. 
Deputy Ganj, Moradabad. 
Bara Shahsafa, Moradabad. 
Nawabpura, Moradabad. 
Chauraha Gali, Moradabad. 
Galshaheed Road, Moradabad. 
Katarshaheed, Indira Chawk, 
Moradabad. 
Thatera Street, Moradabad. 
Loha'jarh, Moradabad. 
K.-T'. i Ti->la, Behind , Moradabad 
• 'er rcliege, Moradabad. 
22-Adar3h Nagar, Idgah Road, 
Moradabad. 
IX 
51. M/s Lecra Trading Corpon. 0pp. State Bank, Katyhar 
Barv;alan, Moradabad. 
52. M/s Mysore Electroplating G.il'^ halioed Road, Moradabad. 
Works 
53. M/s Multiple Exports 
54. M/s Novalty Trading 
Corporation. 
55. M/s New Radient Brass 
Artware. 
56. M/s New Indo Foreign 
Corporation. 
57.M/s Overseas Handicraft 
58. M/s Overseas Exports 
Raj Raj Bhawan, Kothi;\?al 
Nagar, Moradabad. 
Bhatti Street, P. 3. No.340, 
Moradabad. 
Kisraul, P.B. No. 114, 
Moradabad. 
Naseem Manzil, r^i Basti, 
Moradabad. 
\fiw Civil Lines, P.B. No. 308 
Moradabad. 
New Civil Lines, P.B.No.136, 
Moradabad. 
59. M/s Pioneer Arts India, Prince Road, Moradabad. 
Tavela Street, Moradabad, 60. M/s Paramount Trading 
Corporation. 
61. M/s Paramount Products 
Pvt. Ltd. 
62. M/s Paramount Exports 
Pvt. Ltd. 
Qazi Tola, Near Itwar-ka-
Bazar, P.B.No.233, Moradabad 
Mohd. Ali Road, Moradabad. 
63. M/s Progressive Trade Links, T,al Bagh, P.B. No. 376 , 
Moradabad. 
64. M/s Spark Enterprises B - r - J fi , Moradabad. 
65. M/s Stalwart Internatio lal Kaiipur Road, Moradnbad. 







M/s Talv/ar Trading Co. Kothiwil Nagar, Moradabad. 
M/S Taj Metal Handicrafts Tobacco Street, Moradabad. 
Ralwalan - Kat>^har , Moradabad M/s Vorka Exporters 
Pvt.Ltd. 
M/s Vali Brothers, 
M/s Wazir Chand & Sons. 
Tehsil School, Moradabad. 
Kothiwal Nayar, Moradabad. 
M/s Waj'id Sons Handicrafts.Prince Road, P.B.No.79, 
Moradabad. 
73. M/s Waris Sons & Co. 
74. M/s Wajid Sons Exports 
Pvt. Ltd. 
75. M/s Meridian Exports. 
76. M/s G.D. Exports. 
77. M/s Gift International. 
78. M/s Super Enterprises. 
79. M/s New Crafts Export-^, 
Waris Manzil, Tavela Street, 
Moradabad. 
Prince Koad, Moradabad. 
Shidi Sarai, Hodi Road, 
Moradabad. 
Saluja Niwas, Civil Lines, 
Moradabad. 
223-A, Lajpatnayar,Moradabad 
Muyhalpura Sauqara-I, House 
No. 52-F/F-20, Moradabad. 





M/s Indian Internat i opa 1 Gal Phaho''-d , Moradabad. 
M/s Zuroof International. H^rul Famced, Parr Shah Safa 
Moradabad. 
M/s Jamnadas Rara Krishar 
Das & Co. 
83. M/s Amarnath & Co. 
Naik Lane, Varanasi 
G'-^ vi ndpu ra , Varanasi. 
XI 
84. M/s Chand Lai anri 
85. M/s Jai Nath «ons. 
86. M/s Harish ChS Tamta 
f 
87. M/s Hira Lai ,nta. 
88. M/s Kurmancho 
89. M/s Mohanlalimta. 
90. M/s Prex Intfational 
I 
91. M/s S.K.Int^tiopal 
92. M/s R.K. Me1 Works 
93. M/s K.B. En'Prif^os 
94. M/s Venus A Co. 
95. M/s Mughalt Corpon. 
96. M/s Metal ^fts Indi,!. 
97. M/s Hing Mil Works 
98. M/s Indiaternational 
99. M/s Diaraoif^ etal Works. 
100.M/s Agarw.Metal Works. 
.'rnp .K-10 ,?hat.ai Imli ,Varanasi , 
^l/OT ,n iiTi^ ura , Lak ~ha Road, 
Varanosi. 
Tamta Mohallah, Almora. 
Tamta Mohalla, Almora. 
Mall Road, Almora. 
Tamta Mohalla, Almora. 
1/24 1 , vishnupurj , Aligarh. 
Parni T.a^ -'Tia, Aligarh. 
5/-11, Goolar R.vid, Mitr 
Nagar, Aligarh. 
5/195r>, Gnlar Roar, Aligarh-
17/02, Sarai Bhooki, Aligarh 
17/5P>,Sarai Bhooki , Aligarh. 
Jhonson Compound, Aligarh. 
8/7, Mitra Nagar, Aligarh. 
Snrai Dube, Aligarh. 
12/60, Vani Israeel, Aligarh 
8/72, Mital Nagar, Aligarh. 
